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ABSTRACT 
In this research, three problems associated with developing a Pavement Management 
System (PMS) for small to mid-size cities are discussed, and a solution is suggested for each of 
these problems. 
First, the comparison of condition of the road network based on PCI and IRI indicates that 
using IRI as a pavement condition indicator in urban areas can lead to misleading information 
about the condition of the road network. Additionally, the relationship between IRI and PCI was 
assessed. It was demonstrated that there is a weak correlation between IRI and PCI which is not 
enough to estimate one from another accurately. The lack of a meaningful relationship between 
these two pavement performance indicators in urban areas can be explained by distortions of IRI 
measurements in local road networks. 
Next, the problem with developing pavement prediction models without having a historical 
condition database is raised and a solution is suggested to overcome this problem. It is shown that, 
by having a rough estimate of the overall change in condition of the road network during one year, 
an iterative process can be used to estimate pavement prediction models coefficient. The 
methodology is tested using data from the city of College Station and one prediction model was 
developed for each M&R treatment.   
Finally, problems associated with segmentation of the road network in urban areas are 
discussed in more detail. An automated segmentation method based on PDA approach is 
developed in Python. The segmentation code is compatible with ArcGIS which provides the user 
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with all the visualization and analytical tools in ArcGIS. This segmentation method is successfully 
implemented for the city of College Station’s road network considering four different thresholds. 
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Pavement Management Systems (PMSs) were first developed in the 1970s. Since then, 
they are considered as helpful tools for Departments of Transportation (DOTs) and other agencies 
to manage their maintenance and rehabilitation activities, and to allocate their budget in the most 
cost-effective way. 
Developing a PMS consists of several steps. Firstly, the road network is surveyed for 
assessment of the road condition. After recording the pavement distresses, a condition index is 
generated based on the field data. Lastly, Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA), performance 
prediction models, and benefit calculations are conducted for alternative treatment types. A 
satisfactory PMS result in a comprehensive Maintenance and Rehabilitation (M&R) plan which 
would reduce overall cost while maximizing the treatment benefit. Although PMSs have 
consistently been used to manage state and national highways for more than 40 years, the 
application of PMS to local urban areas is still limited. The common perception is that PMSs are 
not implemented by local agencies due to lack of resources. However, there is a lack of studies to 
understand the specific reasons for this problem and to develop PMS tools suitable for local 
agencies.  
This study is motivated by two key questions: 
1. What are the technical problems that limit the implementation of PMS, in local 
urban areas? 
2. What are possible solutions to these problems? 
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1.2 Research Objectives 
The aim of this research is to identify some of the common problems facing the 
development and implementation of PMSs for small to medium size towns and cities. Furthermore, 
appropriate solutions are suggested to remove these obstacles in order to facilitate the development 
of PMSs for urban areas. Based on a review of the literature, three technical obstacles to implement 
PMSs for small to medium size cities and towns have been identified, as follows: 
 Misuse of IRI. 
 Lack of a segmentation method. 
 Lack of historical pavement condition data to calibrate performance prediction 
models. 
The specific objectives of this research are: 
1. To examine the suitability of International Roughness Index (IRI) for measuring the 
condition of urban roads and explore possible relationship between Pavement Condition 
Index (PCI) and IRI for different functional classifications of road. 
2. To develop a method for calibration pavement performance prediction models for roadway 
networks with no historical condition data. 
3. To develop a roadway network segmentation method in a GIS environment for urban areas. 
1.3 Research Task and Thesis Organization 
The thesis consists of seven main sections. The materials to be covered under each section 
are described as follows: 
● Section 1: Introduction  
This section will provide a rationale for the research topic, the problem to be studied 
throughout the research, and overview of data to be used in the analysis. 
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● Section 2: Literature Review 
Review of existing literature on related topics is covered in this section. It contains 
discussions of key topics including, performance prediction models for the pavement networks, 
available PCI prediction models, use of IRI or other condition indices, network segmentation 
methods and advantages/disadvantages of each. 
● Section 3: Assessing the Suitability of Using IRI as a Pavement Condition 
Indicator for Urban  
This section analyzes data from the city of College Station to determine if IRI is a suitable 
measure of pavement condition and to determine if there is any correlation between IRI and PCI 
for various roadway classification. Furthermore, the correlation between IRI and PCI is evaluated 
using ANOVA (F-test) and other statistical tools.  
● Section 4: Development of a Method for Calibrating Pavement Performance 
Prediction Models for Networks without Historical Pavement Condition Data  
In this section of the research, a new method for calibrating pavement deterioration models 
is suggested which does not require any historical data. All the steps for creating the model are 
explained in details. This method is used to develop pavement performance prediction models for 
the city of College Station. 
● Section 5: Development of a Roadway Network Segmentation Method in 
ArcGIS 
This section describes the development of a roadway network segmentation method in 
ArcGIS. The program is developed in Python. Different scenarios of segmentation are performed 
and the results are compared. 
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● Section 6: Summary of Research Efforts, Conclusions and Recommendations 
This section provides a comprehensive summary of the overall research efforts, the 
conclusions of the study, and recommendations for future studies. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Pavement Management System for small to mid-size cities 
Attentions toward developing PMS methods for small to medium size cities have been 
increased to a great extent in the recent years. The increasing cost of treatments due to inflation, 
municipalities’ limited budgets which have been decreasing due to financial crisis, the emergence 
of heavier trucks which has led to more severe damages to the pavement, and the constantly 
growing number of trucks have all lead to the necessity of using a systematic method in order to 
allocate the annual budget in the most cost-effective way. 
There are three main differences between managing the urban road network and the inter-
urban road network. First, as some studies have suggested, the main serviceability index for 
highways is different from the urban road network. Roughness is usually considered to be the main 
serviceability index for highways, however, for the urban road network, pavement surface 
condition is usually the most crucial factor while developing a PMS. Second, pavement prediction 
models for urban pavements are more complicated than inter-urban pavements due to pavement 
interventions, utility cuts for installation of underground facilities, singularities such as manholes, 
and speed bumps. Third, segmentation of the road network in urban areas is more complicated 
than the inter-urban road network due to the existence of small sections in the road network. In 
addition, traffic flow and pavement material in the urban road network change more frequently 
from one section to another in comparison to inter-urban road network which leads to the creation 
of smaller segments (Osorio et al., 2014). 
One of the very first efforts to establish a structure for developing PMS for small cities 
goes back to 1992. In this year, Tavakoli et al. proposed a procedure for creating Pavement 
Management System for small communities (PMSC). Based on this study, seven steps need to be 
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taken for developing a PMSC. First, a database should be created including different information 
of roads such as section identification, pavement and shoulder characteristics, drainage system, 
traffic flow, and historical information. In the next step, type, area, and severity of distresses are 
surveyed and Pavement Condition Index (PCI) is calculated for each section of the road. Next, a 
group of alternative treatments are defined to give the user the freedom of choosing a treatment 
out of possible M&R strategies. Then, a unit cost and a deterioration model is assigned to each 
treatment option with regard to the extension of the M&R treatments. Subsequently, a Priority 





× 𝑇𝐹 × 𝐹𝐶 × 𝑇𝑅 ×𝑀𝐹 
 
       Equation 2-1 
Where PI = Priority Index; PCI = Pavement Condition Index; TF = Traffic Factor;               
FC = Functional Classification Factor; TR = Transit Route Factor; MF = Maintenance Factor 
(Tavakoli et al., 1992). 
In the end, knowing PI and calculating the total maintenance and rehabilitation cost for all 
the sections, a strategy is assigned to each section of the road (Tavakoli et al., 1992). 
Although this research was one of the pioneers in establishing a structure for developing a 
PMS for small cities, it is also suffering from oversimplification which can affect the accuracy of 
the PMS. In this study, the type of treatment in subsequent years is just a function of previous 
treatments, and the rate of deterioration and condition of the road is completely neglected. There 
is also no recommendations about the segmentation methods and how different sections are 
formed.  
In 2009, Cottrell et al. described a method developed by Utah Department of 
Transportation (UDOT) for pavement maintenance management of small urban areas. In this 
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method, M&R approaches are divided into three categories of preventive, corrective, and 
emergency. Preventive maintenance is usually used in early stages of formation of cracking and 
other types of distresses to reduce the rate of deterioration and postpone the implementation of 
corrective maintenance. Corrective maintenance, which is more expensive than preventive 
maintenance, is used for the repair of severe distresses. Emergency maintenance is usually used in 
the case of unpredicted problems and only provides short-term improvement (Cottrell et al., 2009).  
Next, a fixed 40-year preventive maintenance is suggested for all low-volume roads with 
an average AADT of less than 5000, which can be seen in Table 2-1 (Cottrell et al., 2009). In this 
M&R plan, four different types of treatments are repeated periodically; and there is also a major 
rehabilitation after 23 years. 
Table 2-1: Forty-year preventive maintenance cycle (Reprinted from Cottrell et al., 2009) 
 
The main problem associated with this method is that treatment is assigned to the road 
network without taking into account any information about the condition of the road and rate of 
deterioration. 
In 2017, Giuseppe et al. proposed a group of strategies to ease the process of developing 
PMS in urban areas. In this method, first, PCI was calculated for the road network using ASTM 
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D6433. To take into account the effect of traffic in decision making, AADT was also calculated, 
and a comprehensive inventory including condition and traffic data was created using 
Geographical Information System (GIS). In this study, Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC) was used 
to calculate the benefit of each type of treatment.  As it is shown below, VOC can be calculated 
using Equation 2-2. In this equation, VOC is a function of number of users, length and condition 
of a section of the road (Giuseppe et al., 2017).  
 









VOC = annual Vehicle Operating Cost of the entire network; N = total number of sections; 
AADT = Annual Average Daily Traffic in section j; Rate = consumption rate of each component 
of VOC (tire wear cost, fuel consumption, repair and maintenance cost); Price = theoretical VOC 
of the main components of VOC when the IRI = 0; Length = length of section j; IRI = International 
Roughness Index of the section j; I = index of summation of the three VOC components per three 
different vehicles (nine in total); and j = index of summation of the total number of sections of the 
network (Giuseppe et al., 2017). 
In order to calculate VOC, IRI should be estimated for each section of the road. To do so, 
IRI was calculated using Equation 2-3. In this equation, IRI can be estimated using PCI.  
 𝑃𝐶𝐼 = −0.224 × (𝐼𝑅𝐼) + 120.02 
 
         Equation 2-3 
A vital part of each PMS is to define a variety of strategies or treatment options and their 
respective performance prediction models. In this project, 5 alternative M&R strategies are defined 
to evaluate the effects of different funding policies. Change in PCI due to each of these strategies 
during a 5-year period can be seen in Figure 2-1 (Giuseppe et al., 2017). 
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Figure 2-1: Performance prediction models for different strategies (Reprinted from Giuseppe et al., 2017) 
In the last step, by calculating benefit (VOC) and cost (LCCA) of each strategy and 
comparing the results, different strategies were prioritized, and the best strategy was picked 
(Giuseppe et al., 2017). 
Although the proposed method for developing PMS by Giuseppe is flexible and easy to 
implement in small to mid-size cities, it also has issues. For example, as it will be discussed in 
chapter 3 of this thesis, IRI cannot be estimated based on the PCI on a general basis for an urban 
area. Equation 2-3 was developed for District of Columbia in the USA and cannot be used for any 
other region. Another problem with this method is that a linear deterioration model was used to 
describe the change of PCI. However, pavement performance models follow more complicated 
models with deterioration rates that change with time. 
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2.2 Pavement Prediction Models 
In 1986, Maria Nunez and Mohamed Shahin proposed a new method for forecasting the 
condition of the pavement in the future. The required data to perform analysis was provided by 
Paver Management System in the form of different pavement families for modeling and 
forecasting pavement condition. In this research, the concept of “pavement families” were first 
introduced; a group of sections which share similar characteristics such as pavement type, 
pavement use, and functional classification were known as a pavement family. In the next step, a 
screening process was conducted to eliminate possible errors. A statistical outlier analysis was 
performed to identify outliers which can have a negative effect on the accuracy of the prediction 
model. At the end, by using the screened database, a polynomial regression analysis was performed 
and different prediction models were developed regarding their pavement family. In this method, 
a prediction model was developed to predict the average behavior of each pavement family. For 
predicting the condition of a specific section, a parallel curve should be drawn to the original 
pavement family curve based on its specific condition and then, by using the curves, the PCI can 
be predicted in the future. An example of this procedure is presented in Figure 2-2 (Maria Nuez et 
al., 1986). 
Figure 2-2: Example of pavement condition forecasting (Reprinted from Maria Nuez et al., 1986). 
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In 1989, K.P. George et al. concluded that mechanistic-empirical models associated with a 
historical database are the best fitted models for predicting deterioration of pavement. A 
preliminary analysis suggested different deterioration rates for each pavement family. Therefore, 
the data was divided into three classifications of flexible pavement with no overlay, flexible 
pavement with one or more overlays, and composite pavement. The summary of the regression for 
over 2000 miles of road network for each type of pavement is provided in Table 2-2. As can be 
seen, all models are suggesting a fairly strong coefficient of determination with relatively small 
standard error of estimate which suggest the developed Equations are quite satisfactory. The 
performance prediction model is presented in Equation 2-4.  
 
PCR = 90 − a[exp(Ageb) − 1]log⁡[
ESAL
SNCc
] Equation 2-4 
 
PCR: Pavement Condition Rating 
SNC: Modified Structural Number 
Age: Age since the last overlay, years 
ESAL: Equivalent Single Axle Load 
             Table 2-2: Statistical parameters of PCR prediction models (Reprinted from George et al., 1989) 
Type of Pavement Regression Coefficient Standard Error of Estimate R2 
Flexible Original 
a=0.6349 17.1 











An example of developed models is also presented in Figure 2-3. It can be noticed that the 
rate of deterioration for flexible pavement with no overlay increases as the time passes. However, 
for the flexible pavement with overlay, the trend is almost linear and no obvious concave can be 
singled out.  
 
    Figure 2-3: Pavement deterioration curves of three families of pavements (Reprinted from George et al., 1989) 
In 2006, Rajagopal published a report in which pavement performance models were 
developed for the city of Cincinnati. Three variables were considered for developing the models 
which are as follows: 
- Age: age of the pavement calculated as the number of years since the latest 
maintenance or rehabilitation. 
- Functional classification of the roads: the roads are divided into subcategories 
regarding their functional classification. The categories include arterial freeways and 
highways, collectors, and local streets. These classifications also provide information about 
traffic flow and speed limits on each type of road. 
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- Pavement type and composition: at the beginning of developing a performance 
model, similar sections of the road—so-called homogenous sections—are put into a group to 
form practical construction sections. 
Two different condition indices were used to develop the performance models. For major 
highways, Pavement Condition Rating (PCR) and for minor roads, Pavement Condition Number 
(PCN) was used to develop the models. A regression model was developed for each functional 
classification using the available historical data provided by the city of Cincinnati. The result of 
the regression model for each family is presented in Table 2-3. As can be seen, 𝑅2⁡for major roads 
is between 0.4 and 0.6 which implies that the model can explain 40 to 60 percent of all the 
variability of response. However, 𝑅2 for minor roads is only 0.2 which shows the model does not 
fit the data very well (Rajagopal, 2006). 






Major Roads PCR 91 0.51 
Minor Roads PCN 279 0.2 
 
In 2015, Kan Wu proposed a PCI-based pavement management performance model for 
management of the road infrastructure system in fulfilment of his Master of Science thesis. In this 
research, PCI was automatically calculated by a programmed Excel sheet using LTPP pavement 
distress data. In this approach, a nonlinear optimization method was used to model a PCI vs. age 
master curve with parameters which differ for each pavement family. The result of this research 
displayed how historical PCI data can be used to develop a pavement performance master curve 
(Wu., 2015). 
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In 2015, a new integrated method for developing pavement performance prediction models 
was suggested by Guangyan Xu et al. In this research, which was conducted for Kentucky 
Transportation Cabinet (KYTC), historical data including 11 different condition attributes 
provided 4586 samples of the road network. For each individual distress score, a regression model 
was developed using available historical data to predict the distress score in the future. In the next 
step, a composite condition index was developed using all the indices. For calculating the 
composite condition index, an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) analysis was conducted to 
calculate the weight of each of the 11 criteria. Similar to previous studies, the regression model 
was used to develop the performance prediction model, however, due to novel usage of regression 
models on each individual distress index and then calculating the composite index at the end, more 
accurate models were achieved with 𝑅2 varying from 0.87 to 0.88. In Figure 2-4, the steps for 
creating deterioration prediction models are illustrated (Xu et al., 2015). 
  
Figure 2-4: The integrated approach (Reprinted from Xu et al., 2015) 
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Various methods for developing performance models for road networks have been 
discussed. Although all the methods have essential differences in terms of the procedures used to 
develop the models, there is a common core in all the methods which is having historical data of 
the road network which enables researchers to conduct different types of analysis on data and 
predict the future condition. The problem with the previously mentioned methods is that without 
having historical data about the road network, none of these practices are applicable. Nowadays, 
small towns and municipalities are getting increasingly concerned with having a pavement 




3 ASSESSING THE SUITABILITY OF USING IRI AS A PAVEMENT 
CONDITION INDICATOR FOR URBAN AREAS 
3.1 Introduction 
Evaluating the current condition of pavement is of great importance in order to develop 
cost-effective maintenance and rehabilitation plans.  
Various pavement condition indices have been developed by different agencies to facilitate 
the management of road networks. These indices are used for: 
 Developing Maintenance and Rehabilitation (M&R) plans 
 Tracking changes in pavement condition 
 Forecasting future pavement condition 
 Budgeting 
PCI and IRI are among the most commonly used indices in practice today. PCI was first 
developed in 1983 to evaluate pavement surface condition. To calculate PCI, a database including 
severity, quantity, and types of major distresses of pavement such as fatigue cracking, rutting, 
bleeding, depression, and potholes, etc. is created (ASTM, 2011). Then a deduct system is used 
where PCI is calculated from 0, being the worst possible condition, to 100, being the best possible 
condition. It is important to note that this method was originally developed to assess the pavement 
condition of roadway networks with relatively low traffic volume as well as airports, and parking 
lots.  
On the other hand, IRI is the most frequently used index worldwide for expressing the 
smoothness of the pavement. This index is used by most of the highway agencies to assess the 
smoothness of the road by measuring the vertical movement of a quarter car simulation model over 
a specified distance (Gagarine, 2006). 
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The main objective of this study is to evaluate the suitability of using IRI as a pavement 
condition indicator of urban road networks. The study consists of three parts. First, the 
experimental PCI and IRI data from the City of College Station was used to compare network 
condition. In the second part, possible relationships between IRI and PCI in the local urban areas 
were investigated and correlation coefficient was measured for these two indices. In the last part, 
previously developed correlations between the two indicators were tested using the College Station 
data. 
3.2 Literature Review 
Although PCI and IRI were developed with different purposes and for different road 
networks, some researches have attempted to use these two indicators interchangeably. For 
example, Hajek et al. suggested that since Highway agencies are mostly using IRI to monitor the 
condition of pavement, local agencies should also adopt using IRI for their road networks. Hence, 
in this way, there would be a fair measure for all the agencies such as Highway agencies, and small 
municipalities to compare their road network condition, and be able to allocate their resources 
impartially (Hajek et al., 1998).  
Additionally, there have been multiple studies to estimate PCI from IRI and vice versa. 
Dewan et al. (2002) conducted a study to investigate the correlation between IRI and PCI using 
the data from California Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) sites (Dewan et al., 2002). In 
another study, in 2005, Dewan et al. established another power relation between PCI and IRI using 
52 pairs of data collected on certain roads and streets in California. Since PCI and IRI data were 
not collected at the same time, PCI values were estimated using specific models for IRI time frame 
(Dewan et al., 2005). Another study which was conducted by Park et al. in 2007 suggested a 
parametric model for predicting PCI by using sample IRI from an available database (Park et al., 
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2007). The common characteristics of all these studies are that first, regression models were used 
to assess the relationship between PCI and IRI. Second, all the models suffer from having a low 
R-squared value, in one case as low as 18%, which indicates only a small variation of independent 
variable can be explained by dependent variable. 
A study conducted in 2015 using a dataset of PCI and IRI samples collected over a span of 
2 years in the District of Columbia suggests different regression models between IRI and PCI 
based on different functional classifications of road networks. Eight hundred and ninety five data 
points from different classifications of roads were used to develop these models. The Ordinary 
Least Squares (OLS) regression method was used to find the relationship between IRI and PCI. 
The results are shown in Table 3-1 (Arshin, 2015).  
Table 3-1: Summary of regression analysis by functional classifications of roads (Reprinted from Arshin, 2015) 
Functional 
Classification 
Model Equation R2 
Freeways PCI = -0.215(IRI) + 110.73 0.56 
Arterials PCI = -0.206(IRI) + 114.15 0.71 
Collectors PCI = -0.217(IRI) + 115.32 0.73 
Locals PCI = -0.186(IRI) + 110.31 0.74 
 
As can be seen in Table 3-1, R-squared values vary from 0.56 to 0.74 for different 
functional classifications of road networks which generally indicates an improvement compared 
to previous models. This improvement may be explained by dividing the network into functional 
classifications and assess each one of them separately rather than analyzing the whole network at 
once.  
The main problem with these studies is that they neglect the initial assumptions associated 
with using IRI. The IRI originally was developed in response to a vehicle traveling with a constant 
speed of 50 mph on rural roads (Abudinen et al., 2017). However, due to stop and go traffic, and 
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lower speed limit in comparison to rural roads, it is not possible to maintain such high constant 
speed in urban areas. 
Furthermore, measuring IRI at a lower speed would increase the value of IRI by adding 
artificial roughness to the measured profile (Harrison et al., 2008). Additionally, IRI measurements 
can be affected by horizontal accelerations and decelerations of profiler when speed changes due 
to the traffic, and this behavior can even be magnified in lower speeds (Abudinen et al., 2017).   
On the other hand, a pavement may seem smooth, but have serious distresses in reality (Al-
Omari et al., 1995). Unlike IRI, PCI can be affected by low severity distresses such as low severity 
cracking like Alligator cracking, Block cracking, Joint cracking, and Longitudinal cracking. 
Additionally, there are distresses with no or little impact on IRI such as Bleeding, and Edge 
cracking. Although these types of distresses may not have any influence on the ride quality, they 
can lead to major distresses if not identified and maintained in early stages. 
Last but not least, there are different challenges associated with measuring IRI in urban 
areas which are not often encountered in rural road networks. To name a few, the existence of 
speed bumps, manholes, drain inlets, and utility cuts can affect the IRI value. In addition, IRI 
measurements can be distorted due to railway crossings and rutted intersections. Although, 
encountering railway crossing and rutted intersections may happen infrequently, it can have a 
significant effect on IRI measurements, especially in short sections of a road network (Reggin et 
al, 2008). 
In this study, we look at the suitability of using IRI in urban road networks with a new 
perspective; and with comparing the condition of network based on IRI with PCI using the College 
Station dataset.  
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3.3 Study Area and Data 
Pavement management data from the City of College Station, Texas, was used to perform 
analysis. The data for 788 lane-miles of road network were collected in 2017 using automated 
methods. The functional classification of 3877 sections of the road network can be seen in Figure 
3-1. 




To have a better understanding about variability in PCI and IRI, the distributions of PCI 
and IRI for the study area are shown in Figure 3-2.  
 
Figure 3-2: PCI frequency Distribution (Top), IRI frequency Distribution (Bottom) for College Station 
Both PCI and IRI distributions have negative skewness with average PCI of 83 and average 
IRI of 298 inch/mile. Standard deviation and Coefficient of Variation (CV) were also calculated 
for both PCI and IRI which can be seen in Table 3-2. CV is a measure of variability of data relative 
to their average; and since it is dimensionless, it allows to compare two distributions with different 
units (Lovie et al, 2005). As it can be seen in Table 3-2, CV for IRI is almost 2.5 times greater 
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Table 3-2: Coefficient of variation of PCI and IRI 
Condition Index PCI IRI (in/mile) 
Average 83 298 
Standard Deviation 14 127 
Coefficient of variation 0.17 0.43 
 
In the next step, network condition was compared based on PCI and IRI. According to 
ASTM D6433-11 (ASTM 2011), 95% of the road network is in fair or better condition based on 
PCI, however, only 13% of road network is in fair or better condition based on IRI. A more detailed 
look at IRI measurements suggests that about 85% of network is in unacceptable condition based 
on FHWA classification, however, in reality the network is actually in good condition and PCI 
data is also an evidence for this claim. 
In Figure 3-3, the network condition of sections can be found based on IRI and PCI. While 
the overall condition of network is in good or very good condition, the same network is categorized 
as failed based on IRI. Therefore, it can be concluded that choosing a pavement condition index 
to implement Pavement Management Systems (PMSs) should be with careful considerations 
Figure 3-3: Comparison of network condition based on PCI and IRI 
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regarding the functional classification, type, and traffic of the road network. Otherwise, a PMS can 
result in completely different M&R plans for the same road network. 
3.4 Analysis 
In this part, first a correlation analysis is conducted to evaluate the relationship between 
IRI and PCI. Next, a regression model is developed for each functional classification of road 
network using the College Station dataset. At the end, previously developed regression models are 
tested to evaluate their accuracy in estimating PCI from IRI or vice versa. 
3.4.1 Correlation Analysis 
To assess the correlation of two variables, different correlation coefficients can be used 
which can elucidate the strength and the direction of correlation. The most common correlation 
coefficient is called Pearson correlation coefficient that can evaluate the strength of a linear 
relationship between two variables. To use Pearson correlation coefficient, there are some 
assumptions that need to be satisfied in the first place. These assumptions are as follows (Hauke 
et al., 2011): 
1. Variables need to be normally distributed. 
2. Variables are linearly related. 
3. Variables need to be measured on interval scales. 
In the first step toward evaluating the correlation of PCI and IRI, the dataset was tested to 
make sure that variables’ distributions do not violate any of the Pearson correlation coefficient 
assumptions. 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests were conducted for testing the normality of 
the IRI and PCI distributions. The null hypothesis for both tests assumes that their frequency 
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distributions follow normal distributions. In both cases, the null hypothesis was rejected with a 
confidence interval of 95%. The results of these two tests are presented in Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3: The results of normality tests 
 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Shapiro-Wilk 
Variable Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
IRI 0.63 3877 0.000 0.937 3877 0.000 
PCI 0.133 3877 0.000 0.867 3877 0.000 
 
Since the data distribution violates one of the main assumptions of Pearson correlation 
coefficient—which is the normality of variable distribution—this method cannot be used. Another 
correlation coefficient that is used when Pearson correlation coefficient assumptions are not 
satisfied is Spearman’s correlation coefficient. Unlike Pearson correlation coefficient, Spearman’s 
correlation coefficient neither requires variables to follow any distribution, nor assumes that 
variables should be linearly related (Hauke et al., 2011). However, the data should hold the 
following two assumptions in order to get meaningful results from Spearman’s correlation 
coefficient: 
1. Variables should be monotonically related. 
2. Variables should be either interval or ordinal. 
Both these assumptions are satisfied for PCI and IRI in the College Station database. 
Therefore, Spearman’s correlation coefficient can be used to assess the correlation of IRI and PCI. 




Table 3-4: Spearman’s correlation coefficient results 
PCI-IRI 
Correction Coefficient -0.237 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 
N 3877 
 
As can be seen based on the Spearman’s correlation coefficient, there is a weak, negative 
monotonic correlation between IRI and PCI (rs = -0.237, n = 3877, p < 0.0001). The small p-value 
suggests that although the correlation between PCI and IRI is week, there is actually a relationship 
between these two indices. However, it should be noted that the statistical significance is affected 
by sample size. By increasing the sample size, p-value can be decreased to fall in the rejection 
zone of the null hypothesis. Therefore, having a very small p-value alone without considering the 
effect of sample size can be misleading.  Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient itself is also a 
measure of the effect of sample size, therefore it can be argued that the degree of correlation has 
little practical significance. 
3.4.2 Regression Models 
In the next step, a regression model for each functional classification of road is developed 
to estimate PCI based on IRI. As mentioned before, PCI, IRI, and roadway functional classification 
data for College Station road network were provided by the City of College Station municipality 
for 2017. Based on this information, the road network was divided into 6 categories of Alley, Local 
Street, Minor Collector, Major Collector, Minor Arterial, and Major Arterial.  
In order to find the relationship between PCI and IRI for College Station road network, 
statistical regression models were developed using JMP and Microsoft Excel. Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) method was used to develop the regression models and to determine the parameters 
in regression models. OLS is a common method since it benefits from straightforward calculations 
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and it can compute the minimum sum of squares of the difference between estimates and 
observations. The statistical significance of each regression model was evaluated using ANOVA 
(F-test) at 5% level of significance. 
After testing different transformations, one regression model was developed for each 
roadway functional classification using College Station data for 2017. A summary of the models 
can be seen in Table 3-5. 





Models R2 RMSE 
ANOVA 
F Ratio P-value 
Alley 82 PCI=91.4389-0.0570IRI 0.2417 14.1721 25.4998 0.0001 
Local Street 2508 PCI=89.9840-0.0200IRI 0.0341 13.1579 88.3247 0.0001 
Minor Collector 531 PCI=90.1055-0.0336IRI 0.0388 16.2792 21.3731 0.0001 
Major Collector 464 PCI=95.1153-0.0495IRI 0.0934 15.3658 47.6291 0.0001 
Minor Arterial 218 PCI=91.5244-0.0231IRI 0.0199 13.8211 4.3978 0.0371 
Major Arterial 46 PCI=98.4578-0.0878IRI 0.0878 10.8103 4.2396 0.0454 
 
As indicated in Table 3-5, the R-squared varies from 0.0199 to 0.2417. In other words, IRI 
can predict a very low percentage of variation in PCI using linear regression model. RMSE or the 
square root of the variance of residuals in all roadway functional classifications are large which 
indicate that the absolute fit of the model is not close to the data and cannot accurately predict the 
response. The result of F-statistic shows that all P-values are less than 0.05 and therefore, 




3.4.3 Previously Developed Models 
In order to test the accuracy of previously developed models in the literature, these models 
were used to estimate PCI and IRI using City of College Station database. 
Each regression model was used to estimate PCI using IRI and vice versa, then RMSE was 
calculated for each model to assess the difference between estimated and actual values. In Tables 
3-6 and 3-7, the results of RMSE analysis for estimating IRI and PCI are presented. As can be 
seen, all the models have high RMSE values which indicate that these models cannot be used to 
estimate PCI using IRI and vice versa. 









A IRI = 0.0171(153-PCI) 3877 75.6 15.6 255.6 
B IRI = 18.6-3.41ln(PCI) 3877 229.8 43.9 146.0 
 










C Log(PCI) = 2 - 0.436Log(IRI) 3877 53.9 11.0 33.6 
D - Arterials PCI = -0.206(IRI) + 114.15 264 71.7 16.9 24.98 
D - Collectors PCI = -0.217(IRI) + 115.32 995 60.0 20.9 31.89 
D - Locals PCI = -0.186(IRI) + 110.31 2590 51.2 21.4 39.32 
 
To have a better understanding on the magnitude of RMSE, the average RMSE of PCI and 
IRI estimation models can be compared with PCI and IRI classification standards. An average 
RMSE of 32 PCI can result in a shift in the total condition of network from satisfactory to poor. 
The same results can be also seen for IRI. While the difference between poor and very good 
classification is only 160 in/mile, having an average RMSE of 220 in/mile means that these models 
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cannot describe the condition of network with enough accuracy; and it can be concluded that these 
models cannot give any meaningful estimations. 
 The same results can be seen in Figure 3-4. While in an ideal estimation model, the 
predicted and actual values should be around the bisector, red line, but this pattern cannot be 
observed in these models. 
 
Figure 3-4: Predicted versus actual variables 
3.5 Summary 
In the recent years, more number of small municipalities have started measuring IRI for 
their road network without considering the validity of these measurements. The comparison of 
condition of the road network based on PCI and IRI indicates that although 95% of road network 
is in fair or better condition based on PCI, 85% of road network is in unacceptable condition based 
on IRI. This result is a proof that using IRI as a pavement condition indicator in urban areas can 
lead to misleading information about the condition of the road network. 
Additionally, several studies have suggested that there is a meaningful relationship 















































road networks can be a strong reason to justify measuring IRI in urban areas. However, in this 
study, a weak correlation was found between these two variables. The lack of a meaningful 
relationship between these two pavement performance indicators in urban areas can be explained 
by distortions of IRI measurements in local road networks. Finally, it can be concluded that IRI 
may not be a suitable measure of pavement condition for urban streets due to external distortions. 
If local agencies allocate their resources to improve the methods they use to measure PCI or other 
condition indices which are originally developed for urban areas, they can get better and more 
accurate results.  
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4 DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD FOR CALIBRATING PAVEMENT 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODEL FOR AREAS WITHOUT 
HISTORICAL CONDITION DATA  
4.1 Introduction 
Pavement performance prediction models are an essential part of any PMS regardless of 
the modeling method. These models can provide valuable information for different aspects of a 
pavement management system, such as: 
 Forecasting the future condition of the road network; 
 Performing life-cycle cost analysis; 
 Estimating the approximate time for maintenance and rehabilitation 
 Evaluating the benefits of each M&R scenario in a long-term M&R plan.  
Prediction models are broken into two main types: probabilistic and deterministic. 
Probabilistic models such as survival analysis, Markovian processes, Bayesian models, and Monte 
Carlo simulations are used to assign probability distributions to outcomes and their occurrences. 
On the other hand, deterministic models, which are divided into mechanistic, empirical, and 
mechanistic-empirical models, give expected value of the predicted variable. Mechanistic models 
are based on pavement response parameters, however empirical models are based on extensive 
historical data and curve fitting, while mechanistic-empirical models are a combination of both.  
Over the past four decades, many studies have been conducted to investigate different 
methods for developing accurate prediction models. Various approaches have been suggested in 
these studies; however, almost all of the studies share one common requirement in order to develop 
a performance prediction model: the need to obtain historical condition data of the road network.  
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In this study, a method for calibration of performance prediction models without historical 
condition data is suggested.  
4.2 Methodology 
Changes in the condition of the road from one year to the next year can be expressed as 
Equation 4-1. In this equation, PCI of each year can be predicted by knowing the PCI of the 
previous year, and the total change of condition due to deterioration and M&R treatments. 𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐷 , 
or loss of PCI due to deterioration, can be found using deterioration models. In this research, the 
goal is to develop deterioration models, given⁡𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐷. Therefore, by changing Equation 4-1 to 
Equation 4-2, 𝑃𝐶𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝐷 can be calculated.  








             ⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡𝑃𝐶𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝐷 = ∆𝑃𝐶𝐼 + 𝑃𝐶𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝑀𝑅 
 
Equation 4-3 
𝑃𝐶𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝑥+1: Average condition of the road network in year 𝑥 + 1 
𝑃𝐶𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝑥: Average condition of the road network in year 𝑥 
𝑃𝐶𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝑀𝑅:⁡Average gain in PCI due to maintenance and rehabilitation 
𝑃𝐶𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝐷: Average loss of PCI due to deterioration 
∆𝑃𝐶𝐼: Change in PCI for one year 
In the following, each component of Equation 4-2 is discussed in more depth. 
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∆𝑷𝑪𝑰: As explained above, ∆𝑃𝐶𝐼 represents the change in PCI during two subsequent 
years. The main problem is that many of the municipalities do not have historical condition data 
to calculate this value. In this study, ∆𝑃𝐶𝐼 was set to zero to indicate maintaining network 
condition at constant level throughout the years. 
𝑷𝑪𝑰𝑴𝑹: Each year, municipalities develop an M&R plan based on their annual budget to 
improve the condition of their road network. The budget is usually not enough to cover the whole 
expenses associated with M&R needs. Therefore, an optimization model is required to prioritize 
projects which can make the most improvement in the condition of the road network, at the 
minimum cost. In this research, the PMS method which was developed by Narciso (2013) is used 
to calculate the increase in condition of the road network due to M&R treatments. Having a 
pavement performance prediction model is necessary to reach optimization through calculating the 
costs and benefits of each M&R treatment.  
In this study, the general form of the PCI deterioration model that is used is shown in 
Equation 4-4. In this equation, 𝑃𝐶𝐼0 is the PCI right after the M&R treatment, Age is the number 
of years from the last treatment, 𝜌 is the slope factor, and 𝛽 is the prolonged factor. Figure 4-1 
shows an example of using this empirical model with different values of 𝜌 and 𝛽 for different 
M&R types. As it can be seen in the figure 4-1, the model has a different type of behavior for 
different types of rehabilitation. For example, PM deteriorates with a steeper slope in comparison 








Figure 4-1: An example of PCI deterioration model for PCC pavement 
In the next step, an iterative process is followed to estimate the calibration coefficient (𝜌 
and 𝛽) that lead to ∆𝑃𝐶𝐼 = 0 by repeating this process and using the new set of calibration 
coefficients, a more accurate performance prediction model is generated. This procedure is 

















PM LR MR HR
Figure 4-2: Performance prediction estimation methodology 
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4.3 Project Prioritization Method 
The PMS methods used in this study are based on Narciso et al. (2013). In this method, 5 
different treatment types are considered. These treatments are presented in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1: Effect of treatments on the pavement 
Treatment type Gain in PCI 
Preventive Maintenance (PM) add 10 PCI 
Light Rehabilitation (LR) add 20 PCI 
Medium Rehabilitation (MR) Reset PCI to 100 
Heavy Rehabilitation (HR) Reset PCI to 100 
Do Nothing (DN) 0 
 
For each alternative, the initial costs, the cost of the required treatments over the life-cycle, 
and the salvage values were also calculated. The costs were calculated in present value using 
Equation  4-5. 
 






 Equation 4-5 
Where: 
i = Discount Rate 
n = Number of years to the year of expenditure 
k = Total number of cost items used in the analysis, k goes from 1 to j 
 
For calculating the cost, a period of 30 years was assumed to evaluate the long-term effect 
of each treatment.  
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In the next step, the benefit associated with each treatment is calculated. The benefits for 
each treatment and each section were quantified using the vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) equation 
which is represented by Equation 4-6. 
 𝑉𝑀𝑇 = 𝐴𝑈𝑃𝐶⁡ × ⁡𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ⁡ × ⁡𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇⁡ × ⁡365 Equation 4-6 
 
Where: 
AADT = Annual average daily traffic measured in vehicles/day 
Length = Section length measured in miles 
AUPC = Area under performance curve measured in years 
AUPC could be measured by plotting PCI curves along the considered life-cycle and 
subtracting the PCI threshold value from the PCI of a given year and summing them over the whole 
life-cycle. Equation 4-7 shows the formula used to calculate AUPC. 
 





 Equation 4-7 
 
The AUPC value is affected by the treatment type and lifecycle being considered.  
In this study, all viable M&R alternatives are compared to each other and ranked based on 
their incremental Benefit-Cost (IBC) ratio. The IBC analysis maximizes the total benefit for the 
whole network at a given budget. This approach identifies the projects that provide the greatest 
increase in benefit for the least increase in cost. The difference in benefits (ΔB) and the difference 





)⁡was calculated. All the negative (
𝛥𝐵
𝛥𝐶
) ratios were removed from the analysis. Finally, the IBC 





 Equation 4-8 
 
With this approach, the sections with the highest traffic and lowest initial costs are ranked 
on top of the list since these projects produce the greatest amount of benefit at low costs. On the 
other hand, the sections that have low daily traffic and require high costs are the last to be executed 
since they provide the lowest IBC. 
4.4 Case Study 
The city of College Station is located in Brazos County, Texas. The population of the city 
is around 110,000 people as of September 2017 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). The total length of 
the road network is 326.46 miles which has been divided into 3877 data collection sections. Each 
section has a slightly different length with an average length of 0.084 miles. For each section, a 
variety of information is available such as PCI, IRI, number of lanes, functional classification, 
AADT, etc. The average PCI for the network without considering the different length of each 
section is about 83. However, when calculating the weighted average of PCI considering the length 
of each section, the average PCI for the network is equal to 82; which suggests that the network is 
in Very Good condition according to the scale provided in ASTM D 6433-11 (ASTM 2011). As 
can be seen in Figure 4-3, more than 39.4 percent of the sections have a PCI greater than 90 and 
more than 83 percent of the sections have a PCI greater than 70.  
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Figure 4-3: Distribution of PCI in the road network 
4.5 Model Development 
The annual M&R budget for College Station’s road network is approximately 5 million 
dollars per year. To keep the network at its’ current average condition, the coefficients of 
deterioration formula should be calculated in a way that the average loss of PCI due to deterioration 
is equal to the average gain in PCI caused by the annual M&R. To elaborate, in the first step the 
increase in PCI for the 5 million dollar budget was calculated. Then, the loss of PCI was calculated 
by assuming that the change in PCI due to deterioration should be equal to the gain in PCI. In the 
following, each section has been explained in detail. 
The PMS method that was explained before was used to develop a 1-year M&R plan to 
find out what type of treatment and how much of it is used in one year. The goal of the optimization 
process is to maximize benefit to cost, or in other words, to provide maximum gain in PCI with 
minimum cost. The unit cost of each treatment is presented in Table 4-2 which has been derived 
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Table 4-2: M&R treatment unit cost 






The initial parameters which were used in deterioration models were from another study 
by Narciso et al. (2013). The parameters for different types of pavement family, traffic class, and 
equivalent single load axle (ESAL) are presented in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3: Initial 𝜌 and 𝛽 Coefficient for PCI prediction models 







𝝆 𝜷 𝝆 𝜷 𝝆 𝜷 𝝆 𝜷 
A High High 14.8 1.6 10.1 55 8.1 74 6.1 62.7 
A High Low 14.8 1.6 10 6.8 8.3 8.3 6.5 5.4 
A High Med 14.8 1.6 10.1 32.7 8.1 32.2 6.1 62.7 
A Low High 16.2 2.5 12.9 2.4 10.6 2.7 6.9 10.7 
A Low Low 16.2 2.5 12.9 2.4 10.9 2.4 7.5 4.7 
A Low Med 16.2 2.5 12.9 2.4 10.8 2.5 7 9.3 
A Med High 13.2 33.8 11.2 21.4 8.1 85.6 6 62.2 
A Med Low 13.5 11.1 11.5 3.4 8.4 10 6.1 4.4 
A Med Med 13.3 28.4 11.3 17.6 8.1 85.6 6 62.2 
B High High 15.2 2.6 14.4 2.3 14 2.1 7.3 13.5 
B High Low 15.2 2.6 14.4 2.3 14.2 2.1 8.2 5.3 
B High Med 15.2 2.6 14.4 2.3 14.1 2.1 7.5 11.9 
B Low High 13 73.3 9.4 34 7.1 86.6 6.1 73.1 
B Low Low 13.2 15 9.9 9.7 7.7 7.4 6.6 5.9 
B Low Med 13 40.6 9.5 28.6 7.3 28.8 6.2 37 
B Med High 15.2 2.6 14.4 2.3 14 2.1 7.3 13.5 
B Med Low 15.2 2.6 14.4 2.3 14.2 2.1 8.2 5.3 
B Med Med 15.2 2.6 14.4 2.3 14.1 2.1 7.5 11.9 
C High High 19.3 46.4 10.9 26 8.3 16.5 5.5 11.6 
C High Low 27.2 1.7 11.5 9.4 9 6.8 6.1 3.4 
C High Med 19.3 38.4 11 19.9 8.5 14.2 5.6 10.2 
C Low High 12.2 23.7 10 18.3 7.8 34.8 6.3 17.2 
C Low Low 13.1 7.2 11 6.8 8.4 5.3 7.1 4 
C Low Med 12.3 20.3 10.1 15 7.7 16.2 6.4 15.2 
C Med High 19.3 46.4 10.9 26 8.3 16.5 5.5 11.6 
C Med Low 27.2 1.7 11.5 9.4 9 6.8 6.1 3.4 
C Med Med 19.3 38.4 11 19.9 8.5 14.2 5.6 10.2 
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Using Narciso 2013 PMS method, the lane-mile of each treatment that is going to be 
constructed during one year was computed and is presented in Table 4-4. For calculating the gain 
in PCI due to the proposed treatments, lane-mile-PCI of each treatment has been calculated for 
both before and after the treatment. By subtracting the sum of lane-mile-PCI before the treatment 
from the sum of lane-mile-PCI after the treatment and dividing that number by the sum of lane-
mile PCI of the whole network, gain in PCI due to the treatments was calculated as 5.2 (Table 4-
5) 
Table 4-4: Summary of the optimization 
 
 









of the network 
(D) 
B-A 
Gain in PCI 
((B-A)/D) 
PM 11508.1 13014.2 788.5 1506.1 1.9 
LR 2446.4 3122.4 788.5 676.0 0.9 
MR 2503.9 4402.0 788.5 1898.1 2.4 
HR 0.0 0.0 788.5 0.0 0 
    Total 5.2 
 
As mentioned before, to find out the parameters of Equation 4-2, the loss of PCI due to this 
equation should be equal to the gain of PCI that has been calculated in the previous part, so the 
average PCI of the whole network would remain constant. Equation 4-4 needs to be solved to find 
𝜌 and 𝛽. In addition, the available PCI values are for 2017, however the age of each section from 





Average PCI after 
the treatment 
PM 150.6 76.4 86.4 
LR 33.8 72.4 92.4 
MR 44.0 56.9 100.0 
HR 0.0 - - 
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Equation 4-4 for 𝜌 and 𝛽. Since there are two variables and only one equation, there are more than 
one set of answers for the equation. However, by setting boundaries based on the maximum and 
minimum possible values of 𝜌 and 𝛽, the viable answers would be reduced to less than 10 sets of 
solutions. To solve this equation, the “Evolutionary” method in Solver is used since it is the best 
method in Excel to solve non-linear problems despite the prolonged calculation time in comparison 
to other available methods. The viable range for the slope factor usually changes between 6 to 16. 
By fixing 𝜌 for every integer in this range, 𝛽 is found for each 𝜌. The results are shown in Table 
4-6. 






6.0 1.6 73.0 14.1 
7.0 1.7 75.2 14.9 
8.0 1.6 76.4 15.2 
9.0 1.6 76.9 14.8 
10.0 1.8 77.1 14.8 
11.0 2.2 77.0 15.0 
12.0 2.4 77.0 15.0 
13.0 2.7 77.0 15.4 
14.0 2.8 76.9 15.3 
15.0 3.1 76.9 15.3 
16.0 3.3 76.9 15.4 
 
As mentioned before, the goal of these calculations is to find a pair of 𝜌 and 𝛽 which would 
result in average PCI of 77.07 after one year. In addition, to have a similar distribution, it is of 
great importance that the PCI distribution has a similar standard deviation as the previous year. 
The standard deviation of data from 2017 is equal to 14.4351. Among all pairs of 𝜌 and 𝛽, only 
two of them give close enough answers: 𝜌 = 9, and 𝜌 = 10. The performance prediction models 
with 𝜌 equal to 9 and 10 can be seen in Table 4-7 and Figure 4-4. 
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Table 4-7: The pair of solution for the first iteration 
𝝆 𝜷 PCI 
Standard 
Deviation 
9.0 1.6 76.9 14.8 
10.0 1.8 77.1 14.8 
 
 
Figure 4-4: Prediction curved for 𝜌 = 9 and 𝜌 = 10 
In order to develop a PMS, a pavement prediction model should consider different M&R 
types, so that the effect of spending more money on comprehensive treatments can be seen in 
calculation of cost and benefit. Otherwise, the cheapest treatment will always be selected due to 
lower cost and equal benefit to other treatments. The upper and lower limits of 𝜌 and 𝛽 for each 
treatment from City of Bryan PMS which is shown in Table 4-8 is used as boundaries for finding 


















Pavement Age ρ = 9 ρ = 10
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Table 4-8: The upper and lower limits of 𝜌 and 𝛽 for each treatment from Bryan PMS 
 Minimum Maximum Average 
HR 
𝝆 12.2 27.2 16.0 
𝜷 1.6 73.3 16.8 
MR 
𝝆 9.4 14.4 11.7 
𝜷 2.3 55.0 14.1 
LR 
𝝆 7.1 14.2 9.8 
𝜷 2.1 86.6 21.1 
PM 
𝝆 5.5 8.2 6.6 
𝜷 3.4 73.1 20.3 
 
Table 4-9: 𝜌 and 𝛽 for different treatments 
 𝝆 𝜷 
PM 7.0 1.7 
LR 9.0 1.6 
MR 11.0 2.2 

















Figure 4-5: PCI deterioration models for different M&R treatment types 
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In the next step, by using calculated values of 𝜌 and 𝛽, the same procedure is repeated and 
a new set of 𝜌 and 𝛽 is calculated. A new M&R treatment plan is developed using the new set of 
coefficients, and PCI gain due to the new M&R plan is calculated. Then, by repeating the same 
procedure a new 𝜌 and 𝛽 is calculated. The results can be seen in Table 4-10, 4-11, and 4-12. 









PM 104.0 76.4 86.4 
LR 33.8 72.4 92.4 
MR 44.0 56.9 100.0 
HR 0.0 - - 
 








sum of the Lane-






PM 7946.6 8986.6 788.5 1040.0 1.3 
LR 3857.8 4923.8 788.5 1066.0 1.3 
MR 4049.9 7120.0 788.5 3070.1 3.9 
HR 0 0 788.5 0 0 
    Total 6.6 
 
Table 4-12: 𝜌 and 𝛽 for different treatments in second iteration 
 𝝆 𝜷 
PM 7.0 1.7 
LR 9.0 2.1 
MR 11.0 2.6 
HR 14.0 3.4 
 
This procedure should be repeated until the coefficients converge. In this example, only 
two iterations is needed so that coefficients converge. The same performance prediction models 
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are resulted by using the coefficients in second iteration. Therefore, the procedure is stopped at the 
end of second iteration. 
4.6 Sensitivity Analysis 
The cost of each treatment per lane-mile is presented in Table 4-4 based on average data 
found in the literature. However, since the cost of treatment has direct effects on the results of the 
model, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to compare the effect of changing unit cost on the values 
of 𝜌 and 𝛽. To do so, two scenarios with  ± 20% of the current unit cost are considered. Unit cost 
of each treatment for all three scenarios can be seen in Table 4-13. 
Table 4-13: Unit cost of each scenario ($/Lane-Mile) 
Treatment Original +20% -20% 
PM 14,728 17,674 11,782 
LR 76,086 91,303 60,869 
MR 78,429 94,115 62,743 
HR 133,776 160,531 107,021 
 
For each scenario, optimization was performed to obtain a 1-year M&R plan and the results 
are shown in Table 4-14. As can be seen, as the unit cost increases, the total lane-mile decreases 
considering a fixed maximum annual budget of $5 million. A smaller M&R plan causes a smaller 
increase in PCI that can affect the values of 𝜌 and 𝛽. 
Table 4-14: M&R plan for each scenario 
Treatment Original  +20% -20% 
PM (Lane-Mile) 104 82.5 110.5 
LR (Lane-Mile) 53.3 56.2 60.7 
MR (Lane-Mile) 71.2 54 84.7 
HR (Lane-Mile) 0 0 0 
Total (Lane-Mile) 228.5 192.7 255.9 
Increase in PCI 6.6 5.4 7.6 
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𝜌 and 𝛽 are calculated for each scenario which can be seen in Table 4-15, Figure 4-6, and 
Figure 4-7. As it is shown, unit cost can cause a noticeable change in the values of 𝜌 and 𝛽. 𝜌 and 
𝛽 are constant regardless of unit cost for PM treatment, however, for other treatments, unit cost 
can have a notable effect on values of 𝜌 and 𝛽. 
Table 4-15: Values of 𝜌 and 𝛽 for different Scenarios 
Treatment 
Original unit cost +20% unit cost -20% unit cost 
𝝆 𝜷 𝝆 𝜷 𝝆 𝜷 
PM 7.0 1.7 7.0 1.7 7.00 1.7 
LR 9.0 2.1 9.0 1.6 8.00 2.1 
MR 11.0 2.6 11.0 2.1 12.00 3.3 
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-20% unit cost Original unit cost +20% unit cost
Figure 4-6: Values of ρ for different scenarios 
Figure 4-7: Values of β for different scenarios 
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5 DEVELOPMENT OF A ROADWAY NETWORK SEGMENTATION 
METHOD IN ARCGIS 
5.1 Introduction 
In order to prioritize M&R, an inventory of road characteristics should be developed 
including different types of information such as pavement condition, roughness, annual average 
daily traffic (AADT), width and length of each section, functional classification, previous M&R, 
etc. This information is then used to perform network segmentation into management sections, and 
calculate the costs and benefits of M&R projects (City of Nashville, 2018). 
In this research, a segmentation method suitable for urban areas has been developed based 
on the Proximity to Deficient Areas Approach (PDA). The segmentation method is designed in a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) platform to enable agencies to visualize and analyze their 
road networks. In the following, different segmentation methods have been reviewed first, and 
then, the new method is discussed in details. 
5.2 Segmentation Methods 
One of the main steps of every PMS is to identify homogenous sections of a road network 
in order to form segments with similar characteristics. There are three main approaches to perform 
segmentation of the roads: Fixed Length, Dynamic Segmentation, and Static Segmentation. 
In Fixed Length method, the length of sections is fixed and are usually determined by fixed 
road features such as mileposts and city blocks. Since this approach completely disregards the 
pavement attributes such as pavement condition and traffic, it cannot create segments with 
homogenous characteristics (Bennett, 2004). 
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In Dynamic Segmentation, the segmentation is done every year and it is independent of the 
previous year’s segmentation result. This method conduct segmentation based on the new 
condition of segments after performing M&R treatments. Therefore, each year new deficient 
sections are recognized and put together as new segments. The disadvantage of this method is that 
the sections cannot be tracked over years to evaluate the effects of performed treatments (Narciso 
et al, 2013).  
In Static Segmentation, the segmentation is done in the first year and the segments are 
constant until the end of the analysis period. This method allows the user to keep a record of each 
segment for several years. However, it may be unable to define realistic projects based on the 
current condition of pavement in comparison to Dynamic Segmentation method (Narciso et al, 
2013). To solve this problem, segmentation can be done every 3-5 years so that in addition to 
having a historical database for each segment, realistic projects can be defined as well (Bennett, 
2004). 
5.3 Cumulative Difference Approach 
Cumulative Difference Approach (CDA) was first developed by AASHTO in 1993. This 
method can provide a simple but efficient algorithm to group homogenous sections into segments 
along the project length. Although this method is relatively easy to comprehend, manual 
implementation of this method for a large database can be very complicated and time-consuming 
(AASHTO, 1993). One of the most important advantages of this method is that this method can 
use different types of attributes such as Pavement Condition Index (PCI), International Roughness 
Index (IRI), skid resistance, and generally all types of indices which can quantify the condition of 
the road to do segmentation. 
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Since it is much easier to explain CDA graphically, Figure 5-1 is used as an example of 
CDA with the assumption of having a continuous and constant response value with three intervals 
along the project length. In Figure 5-1-a, three separate sections with three different response 
values can be seen. Cumulative area of these sections in a random point like X can be calculated 
using Equation 5-1 (AASHTO, 1993). 





 Equation 5-1 
 
By using the above equation, the solid line in Figure 5-1-b can be calculated. In order to 
figure the dash line, it is enough to calculate the overall average value of the project response using 
Equation 5-2 and then 𝑍𝑥 is simply the difference between the actual cumulative area and the 
average lines (AASHTO, 1993). 
 ?̅? =











 Equation 5-2 
 
In the next step, 𝑍𝑥 is plotted versus distance as can be seen in Figure 5-1-c. Based on 
Figure 5-1-c, whenever the slope of 𝑍𝑥 changes algebraic signs, the position of the change-point 
(unit boundary) changes as well. 
CDA is still one of the most common methods being used in many projects. However, this 
method has some flaws as different studies have pointed out. In the following some of the main 
drawbacks of this method have been discussed in more details. 
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Figure 5-1: Cumulative Difference Algorithm (CDA) (Reprinted from AASHTO 1993) 
5.4 CDA Shortcomings 
 One of the main problems with CDA is that using this method can generate different results 
based on the starting point of the analysis. In other words, this method is sensitive to the starting 
and ending points of the analysis and even a slight change in these two points can alter the result 
of segmentation tremendously (Thomas, 2005). 
As explained, the method that is being used to flag segments’ borders is contingent on the 
overall average of response. Meaning that whenever the response curve passes the overall average 
of response, that point is marked as a segment border. One of the main problems this method can 
cause is that two consecutive sections with different average responses would be counted as one 
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section as long as both their averages are above or below the overall average of response (El Gendy 
et al, 2008). 
The other problem with CDA is that the user does not have any control on the number of 
homogenous sections, and minimum or maximum length of each section. Therefore, this method 
may suggest very short or very long homogenous sections which are not realistic in construction 
projects (Misra et al, 2003). Additionally, the user cannot specify a threshold so that all the sections 
below that threshold would be defined as segments in need of M&R treatments. 
 There have been multiple studies to make this method more robust toward road networks 
with large databases and to automate the segmentation procedure using CDA, in addition to fixing 
some of the shortcomings of this method. In the following, some of these studies have been 
discussed in detail. 
In 2000, James Kennedy et al. proposed a method for segmentation which joins contiguous 
sections of the road with similar characteristics. In this method, CDA is used to identify 
homogenous sections. A script was written using Visual Basic to implement Dynamic 
Segmentation. By using this code, the user can change the segmentation criteria and also repeat 
the segmentation to further decrease the number of segments. Additionally, a code was written to 
implement segmentation for all the sections in a GIS platform. ArcGIS can provide a platform for 
visualization of data, and also deliver tools to help with decision-making. Trans CAD GIS software 
was used to connect the segmented data to the respective highway map (Kennedy, 2000). 
Cuhadar et al. (2002) developed a new algorithm based on the wavelet transform for 
segmentation of the pavement network. In the first step, a noise reduction technique was used to 
remove small ripples. In order to do so, first, the wavelet coefficients of data were computed. Next, 
those coefficients which were smaller than a threshold were shrunk; and finally, the signal was 
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again created using the inverse wavelet transform. CDA was used as a basis for performing 
segmentation. Since CDA-based methods are not usually accurate while working with data with 
noise-like ripples, the noise deduction technique becomes more crucial for a precise segmentation. 
In the next step, an analysis on the singularities of the condition data was performed to identify 
segment borders from isolated singularities to create segments. This method can also be combined 
with GIS to provide a user-friendly visual platform for performing segmentation (Cuhadar, 2002).  
5.5 Proximity to Deficient Areas Approach (PDA) 
PDA was first presented by Narciso et al. (2013). In this method, an M&R trigger criterion 
is used to determine the deficient localized areas and new segments are then formed around the 
sections with poor condition. To form realistic M&R projects, PDA joins the problematic sections 
with other problematic sections which are closer than a certain value. Moreover, in this method, 
the user can specify the minimum and maximum length of each segment to prevent the formation 
of very short or very long segments. An example of doing segmentation using PDA is shown in 
Figure 5-2. In this example, M&R trigger value is set to a Condition Score (CS) of 80. Sections 
with CS less than 80 are selected and the method joins the sections which are less than 2 miles 
away. The result is shown in Figure 5-2 (Narciso et al., 2013). This method is usually performed 
annually and it only groups up sections which are deficient. Therefore, in contrary to CDA, the 
whole network is not divided into segments. Another advantage of this method is its practicality 
due to considering different restrictions for the length of each segment. To compare the result of 
segmentation for CDA and PDA, CDA was also used to perform segmentation on the same 
example and the result is shown in Figure 5-3. As it can be seen, the number of segments in CDA 
is twice the number of segments in PDA and the reason is that CDA divides the whole network 
into segments while PDA only forms segments which need M&R treatment. Additionally, in CDA, 
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due to lack of criteria for the minimum length of each segment, very short segments can be found 




Figure 5-2: Proximity to Deficient Areas Approach (Reprinted from Narciso et al., 2013) 
 
Figure 5-3: Cumulative Difference Approach 
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5.6 Geographic Information System (GIS) 
GIS is a computer system capable of connecting geographically referenced information to 
attribute data. It provides a spectrum of data handling tools that enable the users to store, analyze, 
display, and manage spatial data (Elhadi, 2009).  
A PMS needs a platform to store road network data, retrieve them, and at the end assist 
decision-makers to evaluate different scenarios. In this way, GIS could be a powerful tool for 
implementing pavement management systems. In the following, a short review of Dynamic 
Segmentation tool in GIS, and some of the studies about utilizing this tool for performing 
segmentation is provided. 
Dynamic Segmentation is the procedure of making features with the capability of being 
shown and analyzed on a map out of linearly referenced data which are usually stored in tables. 
Dynamic Segmentation has been used extensively to store, manage, and analyze linear features 
such as rivers, roads, and pipelines. Moreover, Dynamic Segmentation is also a powerful tool to 
record different attributes along a linear feature. In summary, Dynamic Segmentation can assist 
with two main issues regarding analyzing data which have been listed below (Dueker et al., 1993): 
a) Linkage which relates attribute tables to spatial features. 
b) Segmentation which creates new boundary points based on the defined criteria for a 
specific application. 
In the following, some of the prominent studies which focus on using Dynamic 
Segmentation as a tool to perform segmentation of roads and highways are presented. 
In a paper published by Timothy Nyerges in 1990, different methods of locational 
referencing and highway segmentation using GIS were reviewed. Locational data determines the 
geometry of highway and can affect the results of segmentation if the data lacks required accuracy 
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and consistency. Therefore, different transportation organizations have developed several 
referencing strategies. One of these strategies which is commonly used to assist with pavement 
segmentation is Control Section Locational Referencing. In this method, a length of highway with 
the same characteristic as the control section is considered to be homogenous. Control sections’ 
boundaries are from one milepoint to another so that the length of a control section can vary from 
one-tenth of a mile—which is the shortest distance between two milepoints—to a couple of miles. 
Additionally, two segmentation methods which are commonly used in GIS are Fixed Length 
Segmentation that is based on homogenous characteristics of control sections; and Variable-length 
Segmentation which is based on the continuous observation of a specific characteristic along the 
highway such as pavement condition until the attribute no longer exists (Nyerges. 1990). 
Niraki et al. (2009) assessed the application of Dynamic Segmentation in pavement 
management. In his research, he proposed a road maintenance data model using Dynamic 
Segmentation which was implemented on the Iranian Road Network. It was found that using 
Dynamic Segmentation can improve handling the data in many ways as briefly explained below 
(Niraki et al. 2009): 
1- Because of the logic used to store the attribute tables in Dynamic Segmentation method, 
the analysis can be performed faster than Arc-node structure. 
2- By using Dynamic Segmentation, multiple numbers of attribute tables can be assigned to 
the linearly referenced attributes. 
3- Dynamic Segmentation provides the ability to segment an arc without actually breaking 
the line. 
4- By utilizing Dynamic Segmentation, data can be altered at any time without making any 
changes in the road network configuration. 
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5.7 Interurban and Urban Road Network 
While segmentation has been done on interurban road networks for years, performing 
segmentation on urban road networks is a relatively new topic. Interurban road networks mostly 
consist of linear long roads which connect two different destinations. Moreover, due to 
transportation restrictions to classify a road as a highway, they have been designed in a way that 
no or a minimum number of intersections with other roads would be seen which makes the 
segmentation process relatively straightforward. 
On the other hand, automated segmentation of urban road networks can be very 
complicated due to the existence of very short sections, loops, forks, multiple intersections, and 
arbitrary connections. To be able to program a script that performs segmentation automatically, a 
solution should be suggested for each of these situations. Figure 5-4 is an example of how different 
the urban and interurban road networks could be. As it can be seen on the left, the urban road 
network consists of multiple short sections, intersections, and loops. However, the interurban road 
network consists of long roads. In the following, some of the challenges faced while implementing 
segmentation for the urban road network are listed and discussed in detail.  
Figure 5-4: Comparison of the urban road network (A) and the interurban road network (B) 
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In some road network databases, there is no information about the starting and ending point 
of each section. To obtain this information, function “Add Geometry” in ArcGIS was used to 
acquire coordinates of starting and ending points of each section. Since the code has been designed 
in a way that only one number can represent the beginning or the end of a section; X-coordinate 
and Y-coordinate for each point were combined to reach one unique number. An example of this 
procedure can be seen in Figure 5-5. 
 
 
The method that is being used to specify each section of the road is performed by using the 
starting and ending point of each section. Therefore, each section is identified by a unique set of 
two numbers. A problem which was faced for the first time while performing segmentation for an 
urban area was that some of the sections had similar starting and ending points and therefore, the 
code was unable to run properly. This is mainly due to the fact that in some parts of the road 
network, there are loops which were made of two sections with the same start and end. To solve 
this problem, a direction is defined for each loop so that the ending of one section would be the 
starting point of another. In this way, two sections with two different combinations of starting and 
ending points would be created in the end. Figure 5-6 shows an example of the mentioned problem. 




Another problem occurred while facing fork-shaped streets in an urban road network. The 
segmentation method has been designed in a way to put continuous sections with the similar street 
name in one group. Continuity was defined based on whether the ending point of a section is equal 
to the starting point of the next section. This definition of continuity would work without any 
problem for simple linear roads. However, in an urban road network, this might not work as 
desired. An example is when a fork-shaped street appears which has two sections that share similar 
ending or starting points rather than sharing a point which represents the starting and ending of the 
other section. An example would help to understand the problem better. In Figure 5-7, All three 
sections have similar street names so ideally all of them should be in one group. However, only 
section 1 and section 2 are considered continuous under the definition of continuity and section 3 
is neglected since it has a different starting point than point B. To solve this problem, the definition 
Figure 5-6: An example of defining direction to solve the problem with loop 
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of continuity was changed so that all the sections which share one common point are considered 
to be continuous regardless of their starting or ending point. 
5.8 Methodology 
In order to develop an automated segmentation method in ArcGIS, first, a database should 
be prepared with essential information of the road.  Three types of data are needed to perform 
segmentation which are listed below: 
a) Pavement Identification: This type of data is needed to specify each section and to identify 
adjacent sections in order to form continuous segments. The minimum information needed 
to do so is two numbers to represent the starting and ending points of each section. 
b) Pavement Characteristic: Pavement characteristic data is used in this method to identify 
homogenous sections, group sections with similar characteristics, and make M&R projects. 
The minimum data needed for this phase of the project are: Pavement Condition Index 
(PCI), length of each section, surface type, and roadway name. 
c) General Information: This type of information is used to give perspective about each 
section and they are not necessary for performing segmentation. Information such as speed 
Figure 5-7: An example of problem with fork shape street 
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limit, functional classification, previous treatment, Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT), 
number of lanes, IRI or any other type of condition index can be put in this category. 
After developing a database with required information to do segmentation, homogenous 
sections should be identified and grouped together. The process of finding adjacent sections of the 
road network is called “grouping” which is explained step by step in the following: 
1. The database should be sorted in an ascending order based on roadway name. Then, the 
sorted database should be sorted again ascendingly based on the starting and ending points 
of sections. This process is illustrated in Figure 5-8. 
2. A script is written in Python to go over the sorted database from beginning to the end and 
identify all the sections that have the same roadway name and surface type and share a 
mutual starting or ending point. The Python code is shown in Appendix A.  An example of 
this process is shown in Table 5-1.  
By implementing these two steps, the road network is going to be divided into groups of 
adjacent sections and from there, segments in need of a treatment can be identified. 
Figure 5-8: The process of sorting data 
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Table 5-1: Grouping Process 
 
 To find candidate segments for M&R treatment, a PCI threshold should be defined by the 
user to determine sections with lower PCI value than the threshold. Therefore, each group is 
assessed separately to find sections with unsatisfied PCI values; and then segments are formed out 
of groups with problematic sections.  
In the next step, the total length of each segment was calculated by summing the lengths 
of all sections within that segment. Average PCI value of each segment was also calculated using 
Equation 5-3. 
𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑇 =
(𝑃𝐶𝐼1 × 𝐿1) + (𝑃𝐶𝐼2 × 𝐿2) + ⋯+ (𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑛 × 𝐿𝑛)




Where 𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑇 = Average segment PCI; 𝑃𝐶𝐼1= PCI of section 1; 𝐿1 = Length of section 1; 
n= number of sections within a segment. 
5.9 Case Study 
In this study, the city of College Station’s road network is used to implement the new 
segmentation method. A Shapefile with 3877 sections was created using all the available data 
ID Roadway Name Surface Type Start End Group Number 
8 Anderson St Asphalt 1 3 1 
5 Anderson St Asphalt 3 4 1 
7 Anderson St Asphalt 4 5 1 
9 Anderson St Asphalt 8 9 2 
6 Marion Pugh Dr Asphalt 1 2 3 
4 Marion Pugh Dr Asphalt 2 3 3 
2 Texas Ave Asphalt 1 2 4 
1 University Dr Asphalt 1 2 5 
10 University Dr Asphalt 2 3 5 
11 University Dr Asphalt 4 5 6 
3 University Dr Asphalt 5 6 6 
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provide by the municipality of College Station. The initial map including all the sections can be 
seen in Figure 5-9. Each section contains information such as PCI, AADT, section length, number 
of lanes, roadway name, functional classification, speed limit, and surface type. 
Functional 
Classification of Roads 
Figure 5-9: Map of the road network of College Station 
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 Two scenarios were considered: one with PCI threshold of 70, and the other with PCI threshold 
of 80. For each scenario, the segmentation method was performed and the result of segmentation 
for each scenario is shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. For the scenario with PCI threshold of 
70, 261 segments were identified and for the scenario with PCI threshold of 80, 515 segments were 
created. As it can be seen, when the value of threshold increases, the number of segments also 
increases. This is because the number of sections with PCI value below 80 is more than the number 
of sections with PCI value below 70. To have a better sense on the effect of changing the threshold 
on segmentation result, the same process was repeated with PCI threshold of 60 and 90 and the 
result is shown in Table 5-2. As it can be seen, the number and total length of segments increases 
as the threshold increases. There is no meaningful change in the minimum and maximum length 
of each segment for different PCI thresholds, however, average segment length decreases with an 
increase in PCI threshold. At the end, average PCI distribution of segments and distribution of 
segments length are shown respectively in Figure 5-12, and Figure 5-13. As it can be seen, an 
increase in PCI threshold can cause average PCI distribution to shift to the right as more sections 
with high PCI values are being considered in the segmentation.  
Table 5-2: Result of different segmentation threshold 
PCI Threshold 60 70 80 90 
Number of Segments 133 261 515 762 
Minimum Segment Length (Mile) 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.015 
Maximum Segment Length (Mile) 2.008 2.008 2.008 2.008 
Average Segment Length (Mile) 0.404 0.332 0.271 0.251 




Figure 5-10: Network segments with PCI threshold of 70 
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Figure 5-13: Segment length distribution for raw data and various PCI thresholds 
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5.10  Summary 
In this chapter, the PDA method was used to perform segmentation for urban road network. 
The method was modified to make it applicable to urban areas which include a large number nodes 
and small arcs. Some of the problems encountered while running the segmentation algorithm in 
ArcGIS include preserving continuity and defining a unique representor for each node. A 
segmentation code which originally was developed for interurban road network in PHP was 
modified and transferred to Python to be compatible with ArcGIS software.  
Four segmentation scenarios with different pavement condition threshold values were 
performed. According to the results, an increase in threshold value results in more number of 
segments, and smaller average segment length. However, minimum and maximum length of 
segments were not affected by threshold values. 
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6 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH EFFORTS, CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS  
6.1 Summary and Conclusions 
In this research, three problems associated with developing a Pavement Management 
System (PMS) for small to mid-size cities were discussed, and a solution was suggested for each 
of these problems. In chapter three, the comparison of condition of the road network based on PCI 
and IRI indicates that using IRI as a pavement condition indicator in urban areas can lead to 
misleading information about the condition of the road network. Additionally, the relationship 
between IRI and PCI was assessed. It was demonstrated that there is a weak correlation between 
IRI and PCI which is not enough to estimate one from another accurately. The lack of a meaningful 
relationship between these two pavement performance indicators in urban areas can be explained 
by distortions of IRI measurements in local road networks. Finally, it can be concluded that IRI 
may not be a suitable measure of pavement condition for urban streets due to external distortions. 
If local agencies allocate their resources to improve the methods they use to measure PCI or other 
condition indices which are originally developed for urban areas, they can get better and more 
accurate results. 
In chapter four of the thesis, the problem with developing pavement prediction models 
without having a historical condition database was raised and a solution was suggested to 
overcome this problem. It was shown that, by having a rough estimate of the overall change in 
condition of the road network during one year, an iterative process can be used to estimate 
pavement prediction models coefficient. The methodology was tested using data from the city of 
College Station and one prediction model was developed for each M&R treatment.    
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In chapter five, problems associated with segmentation of the road network in urban areas 
were discussed in more detail. An automated segmentation method based on PDA approach was 
developed in Python. The segmentation code is compatible with ArcGIS which provides the user 
with all the visualization and analytical tools in ArcGIS. This segmentation method was 
successfully implemented for the city of College Station’s road network considering four different 
thresholds. The results were presented in this chapter as well. 
6.2 Recommendations 
This research provides solutions for some common obstacles for developing PMS for small 
to mid-size cities. There are more advanced analyses that can be performed which couldn’t be 
addressed in the scope of this thesis. Based on what has been done, the following recommendations 
are provided for future works: 
 Ridge regression models can be used to develop more advanced PCI prediction 
models which consider other factors such as the width of the road, speed limit, 
AADT, and etc. in addition to IRI to reach more accurate models. 
 A questionnaire can be developed for municipalities’ engineers to reach a more 
precise estimate of PCI change during one year. 
 A Python script can be written so that the whole process of segmentation can be 
done in ArcGIS without having to update the code after each analysis.  
 A Python script can be developed so that the whole PMS procedure can be done in 
ArcGIS, not just the segmentation process. 
 Guidelines could be developed based on the work completed in this study to assist 
small and mid-size cities to develop and implement PMS. 
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1. import arcpy   
2. import os   
3. import numpy as np   
4. from operator import itemgetter   
5.    
6.    
7. class Segmentation:   
8.     _cs_threshold = None   
9.     _cs_threshold = None                # threshold value for condition score   
10.     _ds_threshold = None                # threshold value for distress score   
11.     _mnr_trigger = None   
12.     _mnr_trigger_param = None   
13.     _user_id = None   
14.     _esal_threshold = None   
15.     _min_seg_len = None             # minimum segment length   
16.     _max_seg_len = None             # maximum segment length   
17.     _zvalue = None   
18.     _sections = None                    # sections of base year in pmis   
19.     _cs_based = None                    # condition score based segmentation result   
20.     _ds_based = None                    # distress score based segmentation result   
21.     _esal_based = None   
22.     _groups = []                    # holds for group of roads divided by highway road 
bed, pavement type, and continuity   
23.     _segments = []   
24.     _group = None   
25.    
26.    
27.     def __init__(self):   
28.         #global database   
29.         #global session   
30.         self.base_year = "2017"   
31.         self.table = "test"   
32.         self.sections = []   
33.    
34.         # $query = "SELECT ID, CURRENT_18KIP_MEAS, NUMBER_THRU_LANES, PRIOR_TREATMENT, 
YEAR_OF_PRIOR_TREATMENT, FISCAL_YEAR, RATING_CYCLE_CODE, SIGNED_HIG, ADJ_DISTRE,   
35.         # ADJ_CONDIT, ADJ_RIDE_SCORE, SECT_LENGTH, START, BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP, END, END
_REF_MARKER_DISP, PVMNT_TYPE_1,   
36.         # AADT, TRUCK_AADT_PCT, DISTRICT_NAME, ZONE_NUMBER, SPEED_LIMIT_MAX, RATE_OF_DE
TERIORATION     
37.         # FROM $table WHERE FISCAL_YEAR=$base_year AND RATING_CYCLE_CODE='P' AND PVMNT_
TYPE_BROAD_CODE = 'A';   
38.    
39.         fields = ["ID", "CURRENT_18", "NUMBER_THR", "PRIOR_TREA", "YEAR_OF_PR", "FISCAL
_Y_1", "RATING_CYC",   
40.                   "SIGNED_HIG", "ADJ_DISTRE", "ADJ_CONDIT", "ADJ_RIDE_S", "SECT_LENGT",
 "START", "BEG_REF__1",    
41.                   "END", "END_REF__1", "PVMNT_TY_1", "AADT", "TRUCK_AADT", "DISTRICT_N"
, "ZONE_NUMBE", "SPEED_LIMI",   
42.                   "RATE_OF_DE", "PVMNT_TYPE"]   
43.         cursor = arcpy.da.SearchCursor("C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected d
arabase\\80\\python.shp",   
44.                           field_names=fields,   
45.                           where_clause="PVMNT_TYPE='A' AND RATING_CYC='P' AND FISCAL_Y_
1=2017")   
46.                           #where_clause="PVMNT_TYPE='A' AND FISCAL_Y_1='2017' AND RATIN
G_CYC='P'")   
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47.    
48.         for row in cursor:   
49.             self.sections.append({"ID": row[0], "CURRENT_18": row[1], "NUMBER_THR": row
[2], "PRIOR_TREA": row[3],   
50.                                  "YEAR_OF_PR": row[4], "FISCAL_Y_1": row[5], "RATING_CY
C": row[6], "SIGNED_HIG": row[7],   
51.                                  "ADJ_DISTRE": row[8], "ADJ_CONDIT": row[9], "ADJ_RIDE_
S": row[10], "SECT_LENGTH": row[11],   
52.                                  "START": row[12], "BEG_REF__1": row[13], "END": row[14
], "END_REF__1:": row[15],   
53.                                  "PVMNT_TY_1": row[16], "AADT": row[17], "TRUCK_AADT": 
row[18], "DISTRICT_N": row[19],   
54.                                  "ZONE_NUMBE": row[20], "SPEED_LIMI": row[21], "RATE_OF
_DE": row[22]})   
55.         self.grouping_tier2()   
56.         self.sections = sorted(self.sections, key=itemgetter('SIGNED_HIG', 'START'))   
57.         #for section in self.sections:   
58.                 #print section   
59.    
60.    
61.     def _create_groups(self, similar_sections):   
62.    
63.         if len(similar_sections) == 0:   
64.             return   
65.    
66.         while len(similar_sections) > 0:   
67.             found_sections_for_group = True   
68.             boundary_set = []       # Set of boundary points of all sections currently 
present in the group   
69.             group = []   
70.    
71.             # Push the first yet ungrouped section into its own group   
72.             group.append(similar_sections[0])   
73.             boundary_set.append(similar_sections[0]['START'])   
74.             boundary_set.append(similar_sections[0]['END'])   
75.             del similar_sections[0]   
76.    
77.             while found_sections_for_group:   
78.                 found_sections_for_group = False   
79.    
80.                 for idx, cur_section in enumerate(similar_sections):   
81.    
82.                     # Check if current section's boundary matches with boundary of any 
of the sections already present in group   
83.                     if (cur_section['START'] in boundary_set) or (cur_section['END'] in
 boundary_set):   
84.                         # merge section in group, push boundary points to boundary set 
  
85.                         boundary_set.append(cur_section['START'])   
86.                         boundary_set.append(cur_section['END'])   
87.                         group.append(cur_section)   
88.                         found_sections_for_group = True   
89.    
90.                         # remove section from list   
91.                         del similar_sections[idx]   
92.    
93.    
94.                 # Re-index similar sections array   
95.                 # similar_sections = similar_sections.values();   
96.    
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97.                 # No more items to be added to current group, break and start new group
   
98.                 # Push this group into list of groups   
99.                 if not found_sections_for_group:   
100.                     # group = group.values()   
101.    
102.                     # Sort sections in group by beg_ref_nbr and then end_ref_nbr
 to break ties   
103.                     # array_multisort(array_column($group, 'ID'), SORT_ASC, $gro
up);   
104.                     # group = sorted(group, key=lambda k: k['ID'])   
105.                        
106.                     group = sorted(group, key=itemgetter('ID'))   
107.                     #if len(group) > 1:   
108.                         #print "After Sort Group - ", len(group), ": \n", group 
  
109.    
110.                     cumLength = 0   
111.                     # Assign CUM_LENGTH fields for all sections in the group   
112.                     for group_section in group:   
113.                         group_section['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] = cumLength   
114.                         group_section['CUM_LENGTH_END'] = cumLength + group_sect
ion['SECT_LENGTH']   
115.    
116.                         cumLength += group_section['SECT_LENGTH']   
117.    
118.                     self.groups.append(   
119.                         {"GROUP": group, "TOTAL_LENGTH_END": cumLength, "TOTAL_L
ENGTH_BEG": cumLength - group[len(group) - 1]['SECT_LENGTH']})   
120.                     group = []   
121.                     # unset($group);   
122.                     break   
123.    
124.    
125.     # New method of grouping in tier-
2 when the sections are not all in single line one after the other.   
126.     # This works even when the Beginning is less than the ending unlike the assu
mption made in grouping in tier 1   
127.     # and handles the Y formations and loops of sections.   
128.     # Logic: Extract the similar sections (sections with same road ID and  Life 
code) and call the method   
129.     # to create groups.   
130.     def grouping_tier2(self):   
131.         # get sections   
132.         sections = self.sections   
133.    
134.         # if the number of sections is zero, we are done   
135.         if len(sections) == 0:   
136.             return   
137.    
138.         # initialize some variables   
139.         #print sections[0]   
140.         highway = sections[0]['SIGNED_HIG']   
141.    
142.         # insert first section to similar sections   
143.         self.groups = []   
144.         similar_sections = []   
145.         similar_sections.append(sections[0])   
146.    
147.         for index, section in enumerate(sections, 1):   
148.             # determine the section belongs to the same group   
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149.             # criteria are the signed highway roadbed id, continutiy and pavemen
t family   
150.             if ((section['SIGNED_HIG'] == highway)    
151.                 and (self.same_pvmnt_family(sections[index-
1]['PVMNT_TY_1'], section['PVMNT_TY_1']))):   
152.                 # uncomment this line if offset is considered for continuity   
153.                 # $sections[$i]['BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP'] == $sections[$i-
1]['END_REF_MARKER_DISP'] &&   
154.    
155.                     # insert this section to current list of similar sections   
156.                     similar_sections.append(section)   
157.    
158.             else:   
159.                 # Create groups from the sections in this list   
160.                 self._create_groups(similar_sections)   
161.    
162.                 # clear list of similar sections   
163.                 # del similar_sections   
164.                 similar_sections = []   
165.    
166.                 # update some variables   
167.                 highway = section['SIGNED_HIG']   
168.    
169.                 # insert the first section to the similar sections   
170.                 similar_sections.append(section)   
171.    
172.         # Create groups from the sections in this list   
173.         self._create_groups(similar_sections)   
174.    
175.         del similar_sections   
176.    
177.    
178.     def do_segmentation_method2(self, sections, mnr_trigger, mnr_trigger_param, 
min_seg_len, max_seg_len):   
179.         global session   
180.         global database   
181.         # xdebug_break();   
182.         # $base_year = $_SESSION['baseyear'];   
183.    
184.         # initialize parameters   
185.         self.mnr_trigger = mnr_trigger   
186.         self.mnr_trigger_param = mnr_trigger_param   
187.         # xdebug_break();   
188.    
189.         self.min_seg_len = min_seg_len   
190.         if sections is not None:   
191.             self.sections = sections   
192.             ##### table = $_SESSION['pmistable'];   
193.             ##### self.esal_threshold = $database-
>Query("SELECT avg(current_18kip_meas) as esal_threshold FROM $table where fiscal_year=
$base_year and rating_cycle_code='P' and pvmnt_type_broad_code='A'");   
194.             ##### self.esal_threshold = self.esal_threshold[0]['esal_threshold']
   
195.             # Tier 2: changed to new grouping (grouping_tier2)   
196.             # $this->grouping();   
197.             self.grouping_tier2()   
198.    
199.         groups = self.groups   
200.         #for group in groups:   
201.             #print "Another Groupppp: ", group   
202.             #print "^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"   
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203.         segment_id = 1   
204.         segments = []   
205.         for i, groups_i in enumerate(groups):   
206.             # if ($i==0 || $i==579)   
207.             #   xdebug_break();   
208.             group = groups_i['GROUP']   
209.             segment = []   
210.             boundaries = []   
211.             # xdebug_break();   
212.    
213.             # Mark beginning and ending (boundaries) for sections that are membe
rs of current group and need MNR   
214.             # based on condition score   
215.             # boundaries contains the sections that form the boundary of prospec
tive segments from the current group   
216.             for j, group_j in enumerate(group):   
217.                 # if ($group[$j]['SIGNED_HIG'] == 'FM2620 K' && $group[$j]['STAR
T'] == 404   
218.                 #   && $group[$j]['BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP'] == 1.5)   
219.                 #   xdebug_break();   
220.                 if ((mnr_trigger_param == "Condition Score" and group_j['ADJ_CON
DIT']<mnr_trigger) or   
221.                     (mnr_trigger_param == "Distress Score" and group_j['ADJ_DIST
RE']>mnr_trigger)):   
222.                     group_j['NEED_MNR'] = True   
223.                     if not segment:   
224.                         group_j['IS_BEG'] = True   
225.                         boundaries.append({'INFO': group_j, 'INDEX': j})   
226.    
227.                     segment.append(j)   
228.    
229.                 else:   
230.                     group_j['NEED_MNR'] = False   
231.                     if segment:   
232.                         last = segment[len(segment)-1]   
233.                         group[last]['IS_END'] = True   
234.                         #if (group[last]['IS_BEG'] is not None) and (group[last]
['IS_BEG']):   
235.                         if ('IS_BEG' in group[last]) and (group[last]['IS_BEG'])
:   
236.                             boundaries.pop()   
237.    
238.                         boundaries.append({'INFO': group[last], 'INDEX': last}) 
  
239.                         #del segment   
240.                         segment = []   
241.                
242.             if segment:   
243.                 last = segment[len(segment)-1]   
244.                 group[last]['IS_END'] = True   
245.                 #if (group[last]['IS_BEG'] is not None) and (group[last]['IS_BEG
']):   
246.                 if ('IS_BEG' in group[last]) and (group[last]['IS_BEG']):   
247.                     boundaries.pop()   
248.    
249.                 boundaries.append({'INFO': group[last], 'INDEX': last})   
250.                 #unset($segment);   
251.                 segment = []   
252.                
253.    
254.             '''''  
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255.              * extent 1  
256.              '''   
257.             # For boundaries of prospective segments that are separated by less 
than extent1 distance,   
258.             # edit and remove boundaries so that only 1 prospective segments' bo
undaries remain.   
259.             result_boundaries = boundaries   
260.             extent1 = min_seg_len   # + 0.6;    5/1 Change   
261.             for j, boundary_j in enumerate(boundaries):   
262.                 # if ($group[$j]['SIGNED_HIG'] == 'FM2620 K' && $group[$j]['STAR
T'] == 404   
263.                 #   && $group[$j]['BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP'] == 1.5)   
264.                 #   xdebug_break();   
265.                 index = boundary_j['INDEX']   
266.                 boundary = boundary_j['INFO']   
267.    
268.                 # TODO: This logic is probably wrong.   
269.                 # TODO: Since the latter if condition already unsets the IS_END 
flag of the previous section   
270.                 # TODO: the current section will never find a previous ending bo
undary with IS_END flag within extent1.   
271.                 # TODO: Ideally we should unset both in the same iteration and t
here should be only 1 if condition.   
272.                 #if (boundary['IS_BEG'] is not None) and boundary['IS_BEG']:   
273.                 if ('IS_BEG' in boundary) and boundary['IS_BEG']:   
274.                     if j - 1 >= 0:   
275.                         prev_boundary = boundary_j['INFO']   
276.                         if boundary['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] - prev_boundary['CUM_LENGT
H_END'] >= extent1:   
277.                             pass   
278.                             # if ($boundary['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']-
$prev_boundary['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']-$extent1 >= 0.0000001)   
279.                         else:   
280.                             if ('IS_END' in prev_boundary) and prev_boundary['IS
_END']:   
281.                                 # there is End rear then make this beg cancel   
282.                                 # unset($result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['IS_BEG']
);   
283.                                 del result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['IS_BEG']   
284.                                    
285.                 #if (boundary['IS_END'] is not None) and boundary['IS_END']:   
286.                 if ('IS_END' in boundary) and boundary['IS_END']:   
287.                     if j + 1 <= len(boundaries) - 1:   
288.                         next_boundary = boundaries[j+1]['INFO']   
289.                         if next_boundary['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] - boundary['CUM_LENGT
H_END'] >= extent1:   
290.                             pass   
291.                             # if ($next_boundary['CUM_LENGTH_END']-
$boundary['CUM_LENGTH_END']-$extent1 >= 0.0000001) {   
292.                         else:   
293.                             if next_boundary['IS_BEG']:   
294.                                 # there is Beg front then make this end cancel   
295.                                 # unset($result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['IS_END']
);   
296.                                 del result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['IS_END']   
297.                                    
298.    
299.                 #is_beg_set = result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['IS_BEG'] is not None
   
300.                 #is_end_set = result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['IS_END'] is not None
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301.                 is_beg_set = 'IS_BEG' in result_boundaries[j]['INFO']   
302.                 is_end_set = 'IS_END' in result_boundaries[j]['INFO']   
303.                 if is_beg_set and is_end_set and result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['I
S_BEG'] and result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['IS_END']:   
304.                     result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "B&E"   
305.                 elif is_beg_set and result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['IS_BEG']:   
306.                     result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "B"   
307.                 elif is_end_set and result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['IS_END']:   
308.                     result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "E"   
309.    
310.             boundaries = result_boundaries   
311.             result_boundaries = []   
312.             #del result_boundaries   
313.    
314.    
315.             # if (isset($sections) && $boundaries[0]['INFO']['SIGNED_HIG'] == "F
M1452 K") {   
316.             # for ($j=0 ; $j<count($boundaries) ; $j++) {   
317.             #   if (isset($boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK'])) {   
318.             #       print $boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK'].",";   
319.             #       $this->print_road($group, $boundaries[$j]['INDEX']);   
320.             #   }   
321.             # }   
322.             # xdebug_break();   
323.             # }   
324.    
325.    
326.             '''''  
327.              * extent2  
328.             '''   
329.             # xdebug_break();   
330.             result_boundaries = boundaries   
331.             extent2a = extent1 + min_seg_len/2   
332.             extent2b = extent1 + min_seg_len   
333.             for j, boundary_j in enumerate(boundaries):   
334.                 # if ($group[$j]['SIGNED_HIG'] == 'FM2620 K' && $group[$j]['STAR
T'] == 404   
335.                 #   && $group[$j]['BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP'] == 1.5)   
336.                 #   xdebug_break();   
337.                 # if ($boundaries[$j]['INFO']['SIGNED_HIG'] == 'FM1696 K' && $bo
undaries[$j]['INFO']['START'] == 654   
338.                 #       && $boundaries[$j]['INFO']['BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP'] == 1.5
)   
339.                 #       xdebug_break();   
340.    
341.                 if ('MARK' in boundary_j['INFO']) and (boundary_j['INFO']['MARK'
] == "B"):   
342.                     # B&E rear   
343.                     if j - 1 >= 0:   
344.                         # if ($boundaries[$j]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']-
$boundaries[$j-1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']-$extent2a >= 0.0000001)   
345.                         if boundary_j['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] - boundaries[j-
1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END'] >= extent2a:   
346.                             pass   
347.                         else:   
348.                             if boundaries[j-1]['INFO']['MARK'] == "B&E":   
349.                                 # $result_boundaries[$j-
1]['INFO']['MARK'] = "B";   
350.                                 # unset($result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK']);
   
351.                                 del result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK']   
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352.                                    
353.    
354.                 elif ('MARK' in boundary_j['INFO']) and (boundary_j['INFO']['MAR
K'] == "E"):   
355.                     # B&E front   
356.                     if j + 1 <= len(boundaries) - 1:   
357.                         # if ($boundaries[$j+1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END']-
$boundaries[$j]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END']-$extent2a >= 0.0000001)   
358.                         if (boundaries[j+1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] - boundary
_j['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END'] >= extent2a):   
359.                             pass   
360.                         else:   
361.                             if boundaries[j+1]['INFO']['MARK'] == "B&E":   
362.                                 # $result_boundaries[$j+1]['INFO']['MARK'] = "E"
;   
363.                                 # unset($result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK']);
   
364.                                 del result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK']   
365.    
366.                 elif ('MARK' in boundary_j['INFO']) and (boundary_j['INFO']['MAR
K'] == "B&E"):   
367.                     # if ($boundaries[$j]['INFO']['SIGNED_HIG'] == 'FM2620 K' &&
 $boundaries[$j]['INFO']['START'] == 0)   
368.                     # xdebug_break();   
369.                     no_e_in_rear = True   
370.                     no_be_in_rear = True   
371.                     no_b_in_front = True   
372.                     no_be_in_front = True   
373.                     if j -  1 >= 0:   
374.                         # if ($boundaries[$j]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']-
$boundaries[$j-1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']-$extent2b >= 0.0000001)   
375.                         if boundary_j['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] - boundaries[j-
1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END'] >= extent2b:   
376.                             pass   
377.                         else:   
378.                             # count B&E and E in rear   
379.                             if boundaries[j-1]['INFO']['MARK'] == "B&E":   
380.                                 # $result_boundaries[$j-
1]['INFO']['MARK'] = "B";   
381.                                 # $result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "E"; 
  
382.                                 no_be_in_rear = False   
383.    
384.                             # if ($boundaries[$j]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']-
$boundaries[$j-1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']-$extent2a >= 0.0000001) {   
385.                             if boundary_j['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] - boundaries
[j-1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END'] >= extent2a:   
386.                                 pass   
387.    
388.                             elif boundaries[j-1]['INFO']['MARK'] == "E":   
389.                                 # unset($result_boundaries[$j-
1]['INFO']['MARK']);   
390.                                 # $result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "E"; 
  
391.                                 no_e_in_rear = False   
392.    
393.                     if j + 1 <= len(boundaries) - 1:   
394.                         # if ($boundaries[$j+1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END']-
$boundaries[$j]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END']-$extent2b >= 0.0000001)   
395.                         if boundaries[j+1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] - boundary_
j['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END'] >= extent2b:   
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396.                             pass   
397.                         else:   
398.                             # count B&E and B in front   
399.                             if boundaries[j+1]['INFO']['MARK'] == "B&E":   
400.                                 # $result_boundaries[$j+1]['INFO']['MARK'] = "E"
;   
401.                                 # $result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "B"; 
  
402.                                 no_be_in_front = False   
403.    
404.                             # if ($boundaries[$j+1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END']-
$boundaries[$j]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END']-$extent2a >= 0.0000001) {   
405.                             if boundaries[j+1]['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_BEG'] - bound
ary_j['INFO']['CUM_LENGTH_END'] >= extent2a:   
406.                                 pass   
407.                                
408.                             elif boundaries[j+1]['INFO']['MARK'] == "B":   
409.                                 # unset($result_boundaries[$j+1]['INFO']['MARK']
);   
410.                                 # $result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "B"; 
  
411.                                 no_b_in_front = False   
412.                                
413.                        
414.                     result1 = ""   
415.                     result2 = ""   
416.                     if no_e_in_rear: #&& $no_be_in_rear)   
417.                         result1 = "B"   
418.                     if no_b_in_front: #&& $no_be_in_front)   
419.                         result2 = "E"   
420.                     if result1 != "" and result2 != "":   
421.                         result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "B&E"   
422.                     elif result1 != "":   
423.                         result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "B"   
424.                     elif result2 != "":   
425.                         result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK'] = "E"   
426.                     else:   
427.                         #unset($result_boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK']);   
428.                         del result_boundaries[j]['INFO']['MARK']   
429.                    
430.    
431.                 # update boundary info   
432.                 if 'MARK' in result_boundaries[j]['INFO']:   
433.                     group[result_boundaries[j]['INDEX']]['MARK'] = result_bounda
ries[j]['INFO']['MARK']   
434.                    
435.                 else:   
436.                     group[result_boundaries[j]['INDEX']]['MARK'] = None   
437.                    
438.                
439.             boundaries = result_boundaries   
440.             # xdebug_break();   
441.             '''''  
442.              * extent 2  
443.             '''   
444.    
445.             # for ($j=0 ; $j<count($boundaries) ; $j++) {   
446.             #   if (isset($boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK'])) {   
447.             #       print $boundaries[$j]['INFO']['MARK'].",";   
448.             #       $this->print_road($group, $boundaries[$j]['INDEX']);   
449.             #   }   
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450.             # }   
451.    
452.    
453.    
454.    
455.    
456.    
457.             '''''  
458.              * extent 3  
459.             '''   
460.             extent = min_seg_len / 2 + 0.1   
461.             #unset($this->group);   
462.             #$this->group = $group;   
463.             self.group = group   
464.             # xdebug_break();   
465.             for j, boundary_j in enumerate(boundaries):   
466.                 # if ($group[$j]['SIGNED_HIG'] == 'FM2620 K' && $group[$j]['STAR
T'] == 404   
467.                 #   && $group[$j]['BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP'] == 1.5)   
468.                 #   xdebug_break();   
469.                 if 'MARK' in boundary_j['INFO']:   
470.                     if boundary_j['INFO']['MARK'] == "B":   
471.                         self._extend_to_front("B", boundary_j['INDEX'], extent, 
False)   
472.                     elif boundary_j['INFO']['MARK'] == "E":   
473.                         self._extend_to_rear("E", boundary_j['INDEX'], extent, F
alse)   
474.                     elif boundary_j['INFO']['MARK'] == "B&E":   
475.                         self._extend_to_rear("B&E", boundary_j['INDEX'], extent,
 False)   
476.                         self._extend_to_front("B&E", boundary_j['INDEX'], extent
, False)   
477.                        
478.    
479.             group = self.group   
480.    
481.             group = self.partial_split(group, max_seg_len)   
482.    
483.             # for ($j=0 ; $j<count($group) ; $j++) {   
484.             #   if (isset($group[$j]['MARK'])) {   
485.             #       print $group[$j]['MARK'].",";   
486.             #       $this->print_road($group, $j);   
487.             #   }   
488.             # }   
489.             # xdebug_break();   
490.    
491.             # sections to segments   
492.             highway = group[0]['SIGNED_HIG']   
493.             segment = []   
494.             try:   
495.                 prev_highway   
496.             except NameError:   
497.                 segment_id = 0   
498.             else:   
499.                 if highway != prev_highway:   
500.                     segment_id = 0   
501.                 #for j, group_j in enumerate(group):   
502.                 #print "Lengthhhhhhh Grouppppp: ", len(group)   
503.                 #print "\n"   
504.                 for j in range(len(group)):   
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505.                     if ('MARK' in group[j]) and (group[j]['MARK'] == "B&E" or gr
oup[j]['MARK'] == "B"):   
506.                         segment_id += 1   
507.                         group[j]['SEGMENT_ID'] = highway + ' ' + str(segment_id)
   
508.                         # if (count($segments)==245)   
509.                         # xdebug_break();   
510.                         segment.append(group[j])   
511.                         if group[j]['MARK'] == "B":   
512.                             j += 1   
513.                             while (j <= len(group)-
1) and ((('MARK' in group[j]) and group[j]['MARK'] != "E") or 'MARK' not in group[j]): 
  
514.                                 group[j]['SEGMENT_ID'] = highway + ' ' + str(seg
ment_id)   
515.                                 segment.append(group[j])   
516.                                 j += 1   
517.    
518.                             if j == len(group):   
519.                                 j -= 1   
520.                                
521.                             group[j]['SEGMENT_ID'] = highway + ' ' + str(segment
_id)   
522.                             segment.append(group[j])   
523.                            
524.                         segments.append(segment)   
525.                         #unset($segment);   
526.                         segment = []   
527.                    
528.                
529.             prev_highway = highway   
530.             self.groups[i]['GROUP'] = group   
531.            
532.         #del self.segments   
533.         #unset($this->segments);   
534.         # xdebug_break();   
535.         self.segments = segments   
536.    
537.         # split long segments   
538.    
539.         # xdebug_break();   
540.    
541.         # if sections is None:   
542.         #   self.create_group_and_table(2, True)   
543.         # else:   
544.         #   self.create_group_and_table(2, False)   
545.         segments = self.segments   
546.         # xdebug_break();   
547.         return segments   
548.        
549.    
550.     def _extend_to_rear(self, mark, start, extent, force):   
551.         group = self.group   
552.         found = False   
553.         group_length = 0   
554.         # calculate group length   
555.         if mark == "B&E":   
556.             group_length = group[start]['SECT_LENGTH']   
557.             beg = start   
558.             found = True   
559.            
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560.         elif mark == "E":   
561.             group_length = group[start]['SECT_LENGTH']   
562.             i = start   
563.    
564.             # find matched B   
565.             i -= 1   
566.             while i >= 0:   
567.                 group_length += group[i]['SECT_LENGTH']   
568.                 if ('MARK' in group[i]) and group[i]['MARK'] == "B":   
569.                     beg = i   
570.                     found = True   
571.                     break   
572.                    
573.                 elif 'MARK' in group[i]:   
574.                     break   
575.    
576.                 if group[i]['NEED_MNR']:   
577.                     first = i   
578.    
579.                 i =- 1   
580.    
581.             if not found:   
582.                 try:   
583.                     first   
584.                 except NameError:   
585.                     print "The variable found was not defined"   
586.                     group_length = group[start]['SECT_LENGTH']   
587.                     beg = start   
588.                     found = True   
589.                 else:   
590.                     beg = first   
591.                     group_length = 0   
592.                 # if ($first == null) {   
593.                 #   $group_length = $group[$start]['SECT_LENGTH'];   
594.                 #   $beg = $start;   
595.                 #   $found = true;   
596.                 # }   
597.                 # else {   
598.                 # }   
599.                 # xdebug_break();   
600.                
601.    
602.         # mismatch found   
603.         if not found:   
604.             print "Error - found not defined";   
605.             # temp B   
606.             # xdebug_break();   
607.             # $this->extend_to_front("B", $beg, $extent, true);   
608.             # $group = $this->group;   
609.            
610.    
611.         # Need Merge   
612.         if group_length < self.min_seg_len or force:   
613.             i = beg - 1   
614.             # extend B if possible   
615.    
616.             # go back   
617.             while i >= 0:   
618.                 # look ahead   
619.                 j = i + 1   
620.                 cum_length = 0   
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621.                 stop = False   
622.                 discovered = False   
623.                 while True:   
624.                     # $cum_length += $group[$j]['SECT_LENGTH'];   
625.                     # we found NM   
626.                     # if ($group[0]['SIGNED_HIG'] == "BS0021HK")   
627.                     #   xdebug_break();   
628.                     if group[j]['NEED_MNR'] and cum_length < extent:   
629.                         # move end   
630.                         if 'MARK' in group[beg] and group[beg]['MARK'] == "B&E":
   
631.                             group[beg]['MARK'] = "E"   
632.                         elif 'MARK' in group[beg]:   
633.                             del group[beg]['MARK']   
634.                                
635.                         beg = i   
636.                         group[i]['MARK'] = "B"   
637.                         discovered = True   
638.                         break   
639.                        
640.                     cum_length += group[j]['SECT_LENGTH']   # FROM LINE 516 TO 5
29   
641.                     if stop:   
642.                         break   
643.                     j += 1     
644.                     if 'MARK' in group[j]:   
645.                         stop = True   
646.    
647.                 if not discovered:   
648.                     break   
649.                 i -= 1   
650.            
651.         self.group = group   
652.        
653.    
654.     def _extend_to_front(self, mark, start, extent, force):   
655.         group = self.group   
656.         # if ($group[0]['SIGNED_HIG'] == "FM1618 K")   
657.         #   xdebug_break();   
658.         found = False   
659.         group_length = 0   
660.         # calculate group length   
661.         if mark == "B&E":   
662.             group_length = group[start]['SECT_LENGTH']   
663.             end = start   
664.             found = True   
665.            
666.         elif mark == "B":   
667.             group_length = group[start]['SECT_LENGTH']   
668.             i= start   
669.    
670.             # find matched E   
671.             i += 1   
672.             while i <= len(group) - 1:   
673.                 group_length += group[i]['SECT_LENGTH']   
674.                 if ('MARK' in group[i]) and group[i]['MARK'] == "E":   
675.                     end = i   
676.                     found = True   
677.                     break   
678.                    
679.                 elif 'MARK' in group[i]:   
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680.                     break   
681.    
682.                 if group[i]['NEED_MNR']:   
683.                     last = i   
684.    
685.                 i += 1   
686.                
687.             if not found:   
688.                 # if ($last==null) {   
689.                 #   $group_length = $group[$start]['SECT_LENGTH'];   
690.                 #   $end = $start;   
691.                 #   $found = true;   
692.                 # }   
693.                 # else {   
694.                 try:   
695.                     last   
696.                 except NameError:   
697.                     print "The variable found was not defined"   
698.                     group_length = group[start]['SECT_LENGTH']   
699.                     end = start   
700.                     found = True   
701.                 else:   
702.                     #print "sure, it was defined."   
703.                     end = last   
704.                     group_length = 0   
705.                 # }   
706.                 # xdebug_break();   
707.                
708.            
709.    
710.         # mismatch found   
711.         if not found:   
712.             print "Error - found not defined"   
713.             # temp B   
714.             # xdebug_break();   
715.             # $this->extend_to_rear("E", $end, $extent, true);   
716.             # $group = $this->group;   
717.            
718.    
719.         # Need Merge   
720.         if group_length < self.min_seg_len or force:   
721.             i = end + 1   
722.             # extend E if possible   
723.    
724.             # go front   
725.             while i <= len(group) - 1:    
726.                 # look back   
727.                 j = i - 1   
728.                 cum_length = 0   
729.                 stop = False   
730.                 discovered = False   
731.                 while True:   
732.                     # $cum_length += $group[$j]['SECT_LENGTH'];   
733.                     # we found NM   
734.                     if group[j]['NEED_MNR'] and cum_length < extent:   
735.                         # move end   
736.                         if 'MARK' in group[end] and group[end]['MARK'] == "B&E":
   
737.                             group[end]['MARK'] = "B"   
738.                            
739.                         elif 'MARK' in group[end]:   
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740.                             del group[end]['MARK']   
741.    
742.                         end = i   
743.                         group[i]['MARK'] = "E"   
744.                         discovered = True   
745.                         break   
746.                        
747.                     cum_length += group[j]['SECT_LENGTH'] # FROM LINE 608 -
> TO 622   
748.                     if stop:   
749.                         break   
750.                     j -= 1   
751.                     if 'MARK' in group[j]:   
752.                         stop = True   
753.                    
754.                 if not discovered:   
755.                     break   
756.    
757.                 i += 1   
758.    
759.         self.group = group   
760.        
761.    
762.     def _get_last_key(array):   
763.         return array.keys()[-1]   
764.         #end(array);   
765.         #return key(array)   
766.    
767.     def same_pvmnt_family(self, pvmnt_code1, pvmnt_code2):   
768.         # if they are the same pvmnt family   
769.         if self.get_pvmnt_family(pvmnt_code1) == self.get_pvmnt_family(pvmnt_cod
e2):   
770.             return True   
771.         # if not   
772.         else:   
773.             return False   
774.    
775.     ''''' get pvmnt family based on pvmnt code  
776.      * 4,5,9 => A  
777.      * 7,8 => B  
778.      * 6,10 => C  
779.      '''   
780.     def get_pvmnt_family(self, pvmnt_code):   
781.         # manual override for pvmnt code 01   
782.         if pvmnt_code == '01':   
783.             pvmnt_code = '05'   
784.    
785.         if pvmnt_code == '04' or pvmnt_code == '05' or pvmnt_code == '09':   
786.             return 'A'   
787.         elif pvmnt_code == '07' or pvmnt_code == '08':   
788.             return 'B'   
789.         else:   
790.             return 'C'   
791.    
792.     def partial_split(self, group ,max_seg_len):   
793.         #for ($j=0 ; $j<count($group) ; $j++) {   
794.         for j,group_j in enumerate(group):   
795.             cum_length = 0   
796.             beg_index = j   
797.             if ('MARK' in group_j) and (group_j['MARK'] == "B&E" or group_j['MAR
K'] == "B"):   
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798.                 cum_length += group_j['SECT_LENGTH']   
799.                 if group_j['MARK'] == "B":   
800.                     j += 1   
801.                     cum_length += group_j['SECT_LENGTH']   
802.                     while j <= len(group)-
1 and ('MARK' in group_j and group_j['MARK'] != "E") or ('MARK' not in group_j):   
803.                         j += 1   
804.                         cum_length += group_j['SECT_LENGTH']   
805.    
806.                 end_index = j   
807.    
808.                 # SPLIT   
809.                 if cum_length > max_seg_len:   
810.                     # xdebug_break();   
811.                     start = group[beg_index]['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']   
812.                     end = group[end_index]['CUM_LENGTH_BEG']   
813.                     howmany = math.ceil((end-start)/max_seg_len)   
814.                     count = end_index - beg_index + 1   
815.                     num_subsections = math.ceil(count/howmany)   
816.                     id = 1   
817.                     count = 0   
818.                     #for ($i=$beg_index ; $i<=$end_index ; $i++) {   
819.                     for i in range(beg_index, end_index+1):   
820.                         if (group[i]['CUM_LENGTH_END'] > start and   
821.                             group[i]['CUM_LENGTH_END'] <= end):   
822.                             if (id % num_subsections) == 0:   
823.                                 group[i]['MARK'] = "E"   
824.                                 group[i+1]['MARK'] = "B"   
825.                                 count += 1   
826.    
827.                             if count == howmany-1:   
828.                                 break   
829.                             id += 1   
830.                            
831.         return group       
832.    
833.    
834. segment = Segmentation()   
835. segments = segment.do_segmentation_method2(segment.sections, 80, "Condition Scor
e", 2, 10)   
836. segment_values = []   
837. segment_ids = []   
838. arcpy.CopyFeatures_management("C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected dar
abase\\80\\python.shp","C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected darabase\\80\\CSS
egment.shp")   
839. arcpy.AddField_management("C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected darabas
e\\80\\CSSegment.shp","seg_id","SHORT")   
840. arcpy.AddField_management("C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected darabas
e\\80\\CSSegment.shp","pci_len","DOUBLE")   
841. counter = 0   
842. for segment_instance in segments:   
843.     counter += 1   
844.     temp_segment_id = {'Segment': segment_instance, 'ids': []}   
845.     for section_i in segment_instance:   
846.         temp_segment_id['ids'].append(section_i['ID'])   
847.    
848.     # if len(segment_instance[0].items()) == 30:   
849.     #   segment_values.append(tuple(segment_instance[0].values()))   
850.            
851.     segment_ids.append(temp_segment_id)   
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852.     #print temp_segment_id['Segment'][0]['SEGMENT_ID'], ": ", temp_segment_id['i
ds'], "\n"   
853.     with arcpy.da.UpdateCursor("C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected da
rabase\\80\\CSSegment.shp",["seg_id", "ID" ,"ADJ_CONDIT", "SECT_LENGT", "pci_len"]) as 
cursor:   
854.         for row in cursor:   
855.             if row[1] in temp_segment_id['ids']:   
856.                 row[4] = row[2] * row[3]   
857.                 row[0] = counter   
858.                 cursor.updateRow(row)   
859.             else:   
860.                 pass   
861.         del cursor   
862.    
863. statistics = [['SECT_LENGT', 'SUM'], ['pci_len', 'SUM']]   
864. arcpy.Dissolve_management("C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected darabas
e\\80\\CSSegment.shp","C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected darabase\\80\\CSSe
gment_Final.shp", "seg_id", statistics)   
865. with arcpy.da.UpdateCursor("C:\\Sina\\Thesis\\GIS\\Latest Code\\corrected daraba
se\\80\\CSSegment_Final.shp",["SUM_SECT_L", "SUM_pci_le"]) as cursor:   
866.     for row in cursor:   
867.         row[1] = row[1] / row[0]   
868.         cursor.updateRow(row)   
869.    
870.     del cursor   
 
